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Abstract
Advances in the Climate-Economy Literature: The Impact of Weather on Homicide,
Deforestation, and Mortality
by
Drew Behnke
My dissertation considers the role of weather on a variety of economic outcomes,
including homicide, deforestation, and mortality. In chapter 1, in order to better un-
derstand why weather drives conflict, I focus my analysis on one of the most damaging
forms of conflict: homicide. My results suggest that failing to recognize the potential for
systematic differences across the homicide rate by race in the United States presents an in-
accurate reflection of the true relationship between temperature and homicide. Previous
research has found that colder temperatures decrease homicide while warmer temper-
ature increase it. I find that black victims drive much of the negative effect for cold
temperatures, while white victims drive the positive effect. While this finding alone is
a new addition to the literature, these results are consistent with different mechanisms
driving the relationship between temperature and homicide. For white victims, I can-
not rule out the hypothesis that heat acts as a physiological stressor leading to violence
and aggression. However, for black victims, and especially young black males, this hy-
pothesis has limited support. Instead it appears that for black victims, an interactional
mechanism plays a role, as colder temperatures reduce the homicide rate drastically.
In chapter 2, in collaboration with co-authors, we study the relationship between agri-
cultural productivity and deforestation in the Brazilian Amazon. Using annual variation
in growing-season temperature, we demonstrate that increased soy yields lead to greater
land in agriculture and ultimately more deforestation. We find a delayed effect between
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the increase in expansion of planted area and deforestation consistent with patterns of
indirect land use change documented in the literature. Our findings suggest there may
be negative environmental spillovers from policies that increase productivity for highly
developed agricultural industry in the tropics.
Finally, in chapter 3, in joint work with a co-author, we study the relationship be-
tween temperature extremes and mortality. Although there is consistent evidence that
temperature extremes lead to significant reductions in health, there has been limited
analysis focused in the developing world. The few existing studies to date document
that rural populations drive much of the mortality response to temperature, but offer
little insight into what role adaptation plays in urban areas. This chapter attempts to
overcome this gap in the literature by considering the relationship between temperature,
mortality, and adaptation in Thailand. However, our results raise serious concerns over
data quality issues. We find that extreme high temperature leads to decreased mortality
rates, which is the opposite effect that has been documented in the literature. We also
consider residential energy use as a possible adaptation strategy and model the relation-
ship between temperature and energy use. Here we find that high temperature days
relative to moderate days cause residential energy use to increase, which is consistent
with the literature.
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Chapter 1
Temperature and Homicide: The
Role of Race and Implications for
Different Mechanisms
1.1 Introduction
The idea that heat may be directly related to conflict has long been a topic of study
and thought dating back thousands of years. As early as the enlightenment, scholars such
as Montesquieu claimed that weather helped shape the structure and prosperity of differ-
ent societies, while artists like Shakespeare included a variety of imagery across his works
relating heat and aggression (Montesquieu, 1748). In contemporary times, the connection
between conflict and temperature appears to be a foregone conclusion as murders typi-
cally spike over summer months and this phenomena has been documented extensively
across the media (Lehren and Baker, 2009; Economist, 2015a,b; Kirkos, 2016). Nowhere
is this perhaps better illustrated than in America’s largest cities, such as Chicago, which
in 2016 witnessed an especially violent summer with some 90-people murdered in August
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alone, one of the highest totals in the city’s history (Gorner, 2016).
Of course, correlation does not imply causation, and a recent wave of academic litera-
ture has begun to explore precisely how weather impacts aggression and human conflict.
These papers build on the climate-economy literature and exploit the plausibly random
nature of weather to estimate the causal relationship between weather and a variety of
conflicts, both across individuals or groups. Remarkably, across a diverse range of geogra-
phies, time periods, spatial scales, and types of conflict there is clear support for a causal
association between weather and conflict (Burke et al., 2015). Despite the clear evidence,
the underlying mechanism remains difficult to disentangle, due to the fundamental fact
that weather impacts so many aspects of society and the economy (Dell et al., 2014).
To better understand why weather drives conflict, I focus my analysis on one of the
most damaging forms of conflict: homicide. The most comprehensive study documenting
the weather-homicide relationship comes from Ranson (2014), who provides an estimate
of the impact of weather on a variety of violent crimes in the US including homicide.
He finds that elevated temperatures increase homicide and although this work offers
a welcome analysis at the high level, it offers little insight into the more complicated
underlying mechanism. Furthermore, the analysis makes no distinction about differential
effects based on different homicide types. This is a major shortcoming as homicide in
the US is not a simple summary statistic, but instead a far more complicated measure
that has drastic differences among race, sex, age, and communities. Specifically, much
of the homicide epidemic in America is largely driven by black victims, as the black
homicide rate has been nearly 5 to 7 times greater than the white over much of the
last 30 years (Federal Bureau of Investigation, 2016). The overwhelming share of black
homicide victims has prompted concerns that homicide in certain black communities may
be fundamentally different compared to others (Leovy, 2015).
If the motivation for homicide is different across groups, this has direct implications
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for how weather affects homicide. The leading mechanism from the literature assumes
that homicide is associated with a type of aggression that is impulsive where harm is
the primary goal. Under this theory, heat acts as a physiological stressor leading to
aggression and violence. However, others have argued that in certain black communities
with disproportionately high homicide rates, murder is used as a means of obtaining
another goal such as justice, revenge, or status. Under these instances of homicide, the
role of weather as a physiological stressor would be less clear. By separating the homicide
rate by race, I consider if a physiological mechanism applies universally across different
homicide types, and provide insight into other mechanisms where weather might affect
homicide.
To conduct my analysis, I combine the most comprehensive record of homicide data
in the US with high-frequency weather data and use panel methodologies to identify the
effect of temperature on a variety of homicide rates. My results suggest that failing to
recognize for the potential for systematic differences across the homicide rate by race
presents an inaccurate reflection of the true relationship between temperature and homi-
cide. Strikingly, I find that elevated warm temperatures appear to have no effect for black
victims or other races, which contrasts with much of the previous literature. Instead, it
appears that much of the positive effect between elevated warm temperatures and homi-
cide is driven by white victims alone. I also find differential effects for cold temperatures.
Cold temperatures decrease the homicide rate for young, black male victims, but have
no effect for young males of other races. If I only consider the total homicide rate, I find
that colder temperatures decrease homicide while warmer temperatures increase it, which
corroborates findings from the previous literature. However, this effect relies heavily on
the victim in question, which demonstrates that failing to separate the homicide rate by
race produces misleading results.
The findings of a differential effect across race are unique to the literature and pro-
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vide insight into the relevant mechanism in which weather affects homicide. For white
victims, I cannot rule out the hypothesis that heat acts as a physiological stressor leading
to violence and aggression. However, for black victims, and especially young black males,
this hypothesis has limited support. Instead, for young black males, it appears that an
international mechanism plays a role, as colder temperatures reduce the homicide rate
drastically. For young white victims, I find no evidence that cold temperatures suppress
homicide, and find that the homicide rate is increasing in temperature. An interactional
mechanism is unlikely in this setting as homicide increases with uncomfortably hot tem-
peratures, where increased interactions are less likely. Overall these results are consistent
with a physiological mechanism where heat increases aggression and violence.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 1.2 highlights the previous
literature considering the relationship between interpersonal conflict and weather and
discusses several mechanisms in which weather would affect homicide. It also provides a
discussion on the nature of homicide in America as well as the data used in the analysis.
Section 1.3 presents a theoretical framework that presents several mechanisms in which
weather would affect homicide and presents the econometric specification used in my
analysis. Section 1.4 presents results followed by a brief discussion in Section 1.5. Section
1.6 concludes.
1.2 Background
1.2.1 Previous Literature
The relationship between weather and conflict has long been a topic of academic inter-
est, but quantitative research has increased dramatically in recent years as improvements
in data quality and methods for causal inference have produced a new wave of rigorous
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work. For example, in their review of the literature, Burke et al. (2015) identify over
50 quantitative studies that consider the relationship between weather and conflict using
modern econometric techniques. Remarkably, across a diverse range of geographies, time
periods, spatial scales, and types of conflict, the authors’ find strong support for a causal
association between weather and conflict.
I focus my analysis on homicide and there has been much work in this field across
a variety of disciplines. The modern literature begins with psychologists in the early
1970s, seemingly inspired by a United States Riot Commission paper that found the
majority of riots in 1967 began on days when temperature exceeded 80◦ F (United States
Riot Commission, 1968). These early studies were exclusively conducted in a laboratory
setting where elevated temperatures were used to evaluate changes in aggression responses
(Baron, 1972; Baron and Lawton, 1972; Baron and Bell, 1976). Concerns over external
validity however quickly took the discipline to field studies that considered the correlation
between heat and various forms of aggression, such as protesting, horn-honking, or crime
(Baron and Ransberger, 1978; Carlsmith and Anderson, 1979; Kenrick and MacFarlane,
1986; Anderson, 1987).
By the end of the 1980s, a convergence of findings suggested that elevated tem-
peratures increased a variety of types of aggression (Anderson, 1989). Of all types of
aggression, violent crime became a focus of future work given the wide availability of
data, and soon researchers in criminology began studying the effect of weather on crime
as well. Researchers in both fields pushed forth the next wave of work using more rig-
orous statistical methods utilizing higher-frequency, time-series data (Anderson et al.,
1997; Cohn and Rotton, 1997; Rotton and Cohn, 2000, 2003; Bushman et al., 2005).
Once again, these studies demonstrated a strong correlation between heat and violent
crime, although causal inference was beyond the scope of the statistical analysis. Instead,
the focus of these papers was measuring the returns to temperature and crime and ex-
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plaining why temperature affects crime. Although many theories were initially discussed,
these literatures put forth two competing theories that are still prevalent today and are
discussed in the next section (Anderson et al., 1997; Rotton and Cohn, 2003).
The economics literature first approached the relationship between violent crime and
weather through indirect means, as Jacob et al. (2007) exploit the correlation between
weather and crime to study the short-run dynamics of crime. The authors’ find evidence
of temporal displacement, as violent crime rates fall following weeks of increased crime
from elevated temperatures. However, the relationship between weather and crime is
not a central focus of their analysis and instead the most complete analysis comes from
Ranson (2014), who is the first to utilize the modern weather-economy methodology with
panel data and high frequency weather variables for causal inference. Ranson (2014) takes
a 30-year panel of monthly crime and weather data for US counties to identify the effect
of weather on a variety of crime rates. Remarkably, across a variety of offensives, he finds
that elevated temperatures increase crimes and for most categories of violent crimes, such
as homicide, the rate is linear.
1.2.2 Understanding the Mechanism
Previous work across the literature has proposed several mechanisms why tempera-
ture would increase homicide. The first, and arguably most supported, is that elevated
temperature acts as a physiological stressor causing heightened aggression and loss of
control leading to violence. Commonly known as the “Heat Hypothesis” in the psy-
chology literature, this mechanism simply suggests that uncomfortably hot temperatures
increase aggressive motives and aggressive behavior (Anderson et al., 1997; Anderson,
2001). Psychologists typically define aggression as any behavior directed toward another
individual with the immediate intent to cause harm and there is typically a distinction be-
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tween types of aggression. Hostile aggression (also called affective, angry, impulsive, and
retaliatory) is often considered impulsive, angry behavior, where the primary goal is to
hurt someone. Instrumental aggression, on the other hand, is a premeditated, calculated
behavior, where harm is used as a means of obtaining another goal (e.g. money, power,
dominance, or social status). The heat hypothesis suggests that elevated temperatures
would affect hostile aggression as it is primarily annoyance motivated. Instrumental ag-
gression is primarily incentive motivated and thus temperature should not have an effect.
Homicide can fall under both categories, but is more commonly associated with hostile
aggression.
A second theory from the criminology literature uses an interactional approach and
considers how weather changes routine activities. This theory builds on the more general
“Routine Activity (RA) theory,” which suggests predatory crimes occur when circum-
stances increase potential interactions between victims and offenders (Cohen and Felson,
1979). RA theory was extended to research on weather and crime by noting that warm
weather increases interactions between individuals (Cohn, 1990; Rotton and Cohn, 2003).
Proponents of RA theory note that it does a better job explaining why there are low lev-
els of violence recorded on cold days. Additionally, they argue that just as heat acts as
a physiological stressor, the same argument could be made for cold, yet fewer violent
crimes occur on cold compared to temperate or warm days (Rotton and Cohn, 2003;
Ranson, 2014). Furthermore, RA theory speaks to the positive association between tem-
perature and other types of crime such as rape or robbery, where changing patterns (such
as leaving a house) are a more rational mechanism than physiological reasons. Rotton
and Cohn (2003) also argue that the relationship between the victim and offender are
relevant. For individuals with no prior relationship, favorable weather shocks can make
the chance of interacting more likely, connecting those who would not normally encounter
each other. Based on this, they suggest that temperature plays a smaller role in homicide
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than assaults, as the majority of homicides are committed by individuals known to the
victim while assaults are committed by strangers.1
RA theory also has precedence in the economics literature, although weather is not
directly considered. Instead it falls under the larger framework of social interactions and
crime, which has primarily focused on how individuals influence others. Glaeser et al.
(1996) build a framework where agents’ decisions about crime are a function of their
own attributes as well as their neighbors’ decisions about crime. From this model, they
demonstrate that social interactions create enough covariance across individuals to ex-
plain the high cross-city variance of crime rates. Based on this framework, weather that
would increase social interactions could cause increases in crime, although this model
would predict it is from network effects rather than increased opportunities for inter-
actions as RA theory suggests. Furthermore, Glaeser et al. (1996) find that there are
very low levels of social interactions for homicide, and therefore even if weather increased
network effects, their model suggests the effect on homicide would be negligible.
Elsewhere in the economics literature, weather has been considered as an input into
Becker’s seminal model of crime where the decision to commit a crime is based on the
considerations of the costs and benefits (Becker, 1968). Jacob et al. (2007) build on
Becker’s model by creating a simple two-period model and propose that adverse weather
conditions might affect the cost of executing a crime, either by increasing the probability
of successfully completing the crime or reducing the chance of arrest. However, their
model is concerned with how an exogenous shock to the cost of crime in the current period
affects crime in the following period, and thus weather is only used as an instrument.
Although weather is discussed as a possible input into the cost of crime, the mechanism
why weather would affect crime receives little discussion beyond their initial hypothesis
1Existing empirical evidence does not seem to support this claim, as Ranson (2014) finds a similar
effect for both homicide and assault.
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that it could affect costs.
The most detailed framework in the economics literature comes from Burke et al.
(2015) who present a theoretical model that considers multiple mechanisms at once. Their
model builds on work from Chassang and Padro-i Miquel (2009) who use a framework
to focus on intergroup conflict by illustrating how economic shocks drive organized civil
conflict. Burke et al. (2015) enrich the model by adding additional mechanisms and by
applying the findings to interpersonal conflict as well. The model presents a condition
for no conflict in which the marginal value of peace in the current period is weighed
against the discounted marginal expected utility from attacking. The primary intention
of the model considers how two agents engage in conflict over a resource, and thus the
nature of the model is one of competition between identical agents, where the opportunity
of attacking first is weighed against not attacking. Although homicide might involve
some competition of resources (i.e. territory dispute among gangs), the model can also
be adjusted for situations where there is no competition of resources and harm is the
primary goal (i.e. hostile aggression). The flexibility of the model and its inclusion of
several mechanisms makes it a useful framework for how weather effects homicide and is
presented formally in Section 1.3.
1.2.3 The Role of Race and Homicide in America
Race is not explicitly considered in any of the mechanisms, yet it likely plays a
significant role. Homicide in America is not a simple summary statistic, but is instead a
complex measure that has significant variance across communities, race, and motivations.
The US has one of the highest homicide rates in the world among high-income countries,
but often less discussed is that much of this is driven by black victims. This has been
true throughout much of the past century. Early measurements are problematic due
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to data concerns, but for cities that reported data in the early 20th century historians
have found that the nonwhite homicide rate consistently exceeded the white rate. By
the 1960s and 1970s, and the introduction of reliable data, the black homicide rate was
roughly ten times higher than the white rate, and has remained between 5 to 7 times
greater over the past thirty years (Leovy, 2015).
Take the overall homicide rate in 2014 of 4.1 homicides per 100,000, which is high
compared to most other developed countries. However, the white homicide rate of 2.5
is on par with other high-income, non-violent countries such as Taiwan (3.0 in 2011),
Malaysia (2.3 in 2012), or Belgium (1.8 in 2014). Conversely, the black homicide rate
of 15.4 is closer to the more violent countries of the Dominican Republic (17.4 in 2014),
Mexico (15.7 in 2013), and the Democratic Republic of Congo (13.5 in 2012). This dis-
crepancy is even more pronounced in the highly segregated, majority-black communities
that are commonly plagued by violence. In some communities in Chicago the homicide
rate was nearly 70 in 2016, which is on par with the most dangerous countries in the
world such as Honduras (84.6 in 2014) and El Salvador (64.2 in 2014) (Federal Bureau
of Investigation, 2016; US Census Bureau, 2016; United Nations Office on Drugs and
Crime, 2016; The Chicago Tribune, 2017).
The fact that parts of America are as dangerous as conflict zones while others are
as safe as prosperous, highly developed countries, underscores how much homicide varies
as a single measure. There are numerous, complicated reasons why certain communities
experience such shocking rates of violence, yet it remains constant that young black men
are significantly more likely to be killed than young men (or women) of other races.
These statistics suggest there is something fundamentally different about the nature of
homicide in black communities compared to others. One of the most compelling theories
explaining why the American homicide problem disproportionately impacts young black
men comes from the Los Angeles Times Reporter Jill Leovy in her book Ghettoside. She
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suggests that when the criminal justice system fails to adequately respond to violent
injury and death, homicide becomes endemic. Asserting black Americans suffer from
too little application of criminal justice is a controversial statement for a system that is
commonly perceived to be unjustly harsh to minorities. Yet in reality, a system that is
simultaneously punishes for low-level offenses, while inadequately responding to violent
crimes only exacerbates the problem.
Homicide clearance rates are a crude measure of police effectiveness, but nonetheless
illustrate that many more murders go unsolved in black communities perpetuating a dark
legacy from the Jim Crow era where a legal system was lenient towards killers of black
people. Homicide clearance rates in cities with large black populations such as Chicago
and Baltimore are below half the national average and are roughly the same as they were
in Mississippi nearly 50 years ago - 30% then compared to 26% in Chicago and 36%
in Baltimore in 2015 (Leovy, 2015; Economist, 2015a; Kotlowitz, 2016). Low clearance
rates coupled with over-policing of minor offenses creates an atmosphere where the police
are both feared and not trusted to achieve justice, further alienating the community,
decreasing cooperation, and ultimately increasing violence.
If the hypothesis that homicide in black communities is often of a different nature
than other types of homicide is correct, this would have implications for both the relevant
mechanism and ultimately the relationship between weather and homicide. Specifically,
if homicide in black communities is more readily associated with instrumental aggression,
this effectively eliminates the heat hypothesis and suggests that elevated temperatures
would not increase homicide. Thus, given the substantial differences in the homicide rate
across race, the failure to account for race presents a major shortcoming in the literature.
This chapter addresses these shortcomings by separating the homicide rate by race, and
exploits differences to consider the relevancy of different mechanisms proposed across the
literature.
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1.2.4 Data
To conduct my analysis, I create a 33-year panel from 1981 - 2013 of monthly homicide
rates and weather from 74 large, urban counties in the US. This panel is based on
three sources: (1) Homicide data comes from the US Federal Bureau of Investigation’s
Supplementary Homicide Reports (SHR) as part of the Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR)
Program, (2) population data from the US Census Bureau, (3) weather data from PRISM.
Each of the following data sources is discussed in more detail below.
Homicide and Population Data
Homicide data comes from the Supplementary Homicide Reports (SHR) as part of
the US Federal Bureau of Investigation’s Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) program.
The FBI’s UCR compiles monthly crime reports from over 18,000 individual local law
enforcement agencies. Participation is voluntary and self-reported, but by 2015, law
agencies involved in the UCR program represented 97.7% of the total population making
it the most comprehensive record of criminal activity in the US (Federal Bureau of
Investigation, 2016).
Although the UCR program includes homicide, it only reports total homicides per
agency, and has no further information about the victim, offender, or circumstance. In-
stead this information is contained in the SHR program, which includes additional details
such as victim and offender demographic characteristics, weapon used, the circumstances
surrounding the incident, and the relationship between the victim and offender if known.
These additional details are of particular interest for this chapter, as they allow me to
create a more nuanced measure of homicide that allows for further insight into proposed
mechanisms. Much like the UCR program, the SHR are also voluntary and historically
85% to 90% of all homicides reported in the URC program submit a corresponding SHR
12
form (Regoeczi and Banks, 2014).
Given the voluntary nature of the SHR program it is difficult to discern if missing
values represent no homicides for that specific agency-month-year, or if data was just
not submitted. This creates a challenge in constructing a monthly county-level homicide
panel that is consistent across years. One option is to manually add back months that
were not reported under the assumption that if an agency reports homicide in one month,
missing months must represent a month with no homicide. For smaller counties, this
approach is likely valid, although in larger counties there are clear instances where data
is simply not reported for the month. A selection rule based on the average number of
reported months per county-year would ensure internal consistency, but without a specific
way to test if missing months represent no homicides or unreported data, this approach
has the possibility to create spurious observations. Therefore, a far better approach is
to only include counties in which there are a complete 12 months of reported data for
that year. Of the 3,144 counties in the US, only 174 meet these criteria. In effect, this
approach focuses on the largest, most populous counties in the US with the highest rates
of homicide. This is particularly relevant for this chapter, because it is precisely these
counties that are home to the largest cities in America, where differences in homicide
rates by race will be the most pronounced. These counties are presented visually in
Figure 1.1.2
To build the panel of homicide rates, I sum the total number of homicides reported
by each agency in each county to generate a county total for each month and year. With
monthly county totals, I then create different homicide rates using population data.
Population data comes from the US Census Bureau, which reports yearly estimates of
each county for different demographics such as sex, race, and age (US Census Bureau,
2The selection of 174 counties raises the possibility of sample bias. However, this would only affect
the external validity of the results, which is less of a concern than spurious observations affecting internal
validity.
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2012, 2016). The homicide rate is then calculated under the standard practice by dividing
the total number of homicides in each county-month-year by the total population in each
county-year multiplied by 100, 000. For different homicide rates, these totals can be
further refined. For example, to calculate the black homicide rate, I first sum the total
number of homicides with a black victim in each county-month-year, and calculate the
homicide rate using the total black population for that county-year. The detail in the
SHR data allows even further refinement by including sex, age, and other circumstances.
Some final points are worth noting. Race in the SHR database is separated into five
categories: white, black, Asian, Native American, and unknown. The SHR database con-
siders Hispanic as an ethnicity, and thus in addition to race, all victim and offenders are
classified as either of Hispanic origin or not of Hispanic origin. Although I could further
subdivide race by Hispanic ethnicity, the ethnicity of most victims (56%) is unknown.
Furthermore, population data including ethnicity is not available before 1990, further re-
ducing observations and panel length. Therefore, I do not explicitly consider the victim’s
(or offender’s) ethnicity to preserve observations. In the interest of completeness, other
races are included in my analysis, although I aggregate Asian and Native Americans into
one category. Taken together these races collectively account for 2.33% of all victims in
the SHR dataset, thus the clear majority of homicides have either a white or black victim
and these races are the primary focus of my analysis.
Summary statistics for demographics and homicide rates between the entire SHR
dataset and sample are presented below in Table 1.1. This summary reveals that sample
counties are larger, and more diverse compared to counties in the entire SHR dataset.
Homicide rates in many cases are in fact larger across the entire SHR dataset, but this
comes from the fact that small counties skew the homicide rate higher. A better illus-
tration is that sample counties on average record nearly 7 homicides a month, almost 5
times as many as the average county across the entire SHR dataset. Looking at differ-
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ences within the sample, I find that the black homicide rate is 4.82 times greater than
the white homicide rate, which is largely consistent with national data. Separating the
homicide rate for young males reveals an even larger discrepancy as the young black male
homicide rate is nearly 7 times greater than the young white male homicide rate, the
largest difference across the sample.
Weather Data
Weather data represents the third major component of my dataset, and observations
come from the PRISM Climate Group of Oregon State University. I utilize the AN81d
dataset which provides daily weather observations from the continuous US beginning in
1981 (PRISM Climate Group, 2016). Variables include daily maximum and minimum
temperature as well as total precipitation, although I follow the convention in the liter-
ature and focus on the daily mean temperature. PRISM data offers an improvement to
other publicly available data, such as the US National Climatic Data Center’s GHCN-
Daily database, as it draws on more stations (over 10,000 versus 1,200) and emphasizes
important geographical features such as elevation and coastal proximity. As a result,
PRISM data offers a more accurate reflection of weather realizations, particularly in the
West (Daly et al., 2008).
PRISM weather data consists of daily observations across a 4km gridded resolution.
Mapping this grid to counties requires some form of overlapping and county shapefiles
were overlapped on the weather grid and the share of the relevant county in each grid cell
was then calculated using population weights. These population weights were then used
to match the gridded data to the county level by averaging the observations across each
county. Summary statistics of weather data between the entire SHR dataset and sample
are presented below in Table 1.2. Overall, there is less variation in weather data between
the sample and entire dataset, and the sample is slightly warmer than the national data.
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Figure 1.1 reveals a slight bias for countries in the warmer temperature distribution of
the US as many northern states are excluded. Although this could potentially introduce
bias, I consider the role of different temperature distributions explicitly in my analysis
and find no difference between warmer and colder locations.
1.3 Model and Methodology
1.3.1 Framework
I begin with a theoretical model developed by Chassang and Padro-i Miquel (2009)
and later modified by Burke et al. (2015) that describes several mechanisms how weather
drives interpersonal conflict. I further modify the model by including an additional
index i to represent different races. The original intention of this model considers how
two agents engage in conflict over land, and thus the nature of the model is one of
competition between identical agents, where the opportunity of attacking first is weighed
against not attacking. Rather than present the full solution to the model, the framework
is presented in brief to illustrate mechanisms in which weather drives homicide and what
role race might play.
The initial model considers two agents of race i competing in infinite periods t who
share a territory of size 2. Agent 1 is marginally wealthier and controls 1 + λ units of
land, while agent 2 controls 1−λ. Land is used to produce crops in the original Chassang
and Padro-i Miquel (2009) framework, but can be generalized to any resource here. Each
agent has an economic output of θit and total output is based on the amount of land.
Thus, total production in the economy is 2θit.
In addition to production, agents can seize land and economic output from the other.
If one agent attacks first, they gain a first strike advantage, and gain the other agent’s
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assets with probability Pit > 0.5. If both agents attack simultaneously, each wins with
probability 0.5. In the case of conflict, both groups divert a fraction of output with cost
c > 0. The winning agent receives all land and thus captures the total production of the
economy. Therefore, the winner’s payoff is 2θit(1− c), while the loser receives 0.
There is only one round of fighting, and the results of the conflict last all remaining
periods. Thus, if an agent decides not to attack they obtain θit + δV
P , where V P is the
present discounted value of future equilibrium with no conflict (value of peace) and δ
is the per period discount rate. Conversely, if an agent decides to attack, the expected
payoffs are Pit(2θit(1 − c) + δV V ), where V V is the present discounted value of victory.
Burke et al. (2015) extend the framework by also including a nonrival psychological
consumption value of violence, γit. If the agent dislikes violence than γit < 0, and if the
agent enjoys violence γit > 0. Taken together this implies the following condition for no
conflict:
θit + δV
P︸ ︷︷ ︸
value of peace
> Pit
(
2θit(1− c) + δV V
)
+ γit︸ ︷︷ ︸
value of attacking
. (1.1)
Put another way, an agent will not attack if the value of consuming all economic output
with initial assets plus the discounted expected utility under peace exceeds the expected
utility of consuming total output minus expenditures of the conflict, plus discounted
expected value of all future output and the consumption value of violence. Although
Chassang and Padro-i Miquel (2009) apply this result to intergroup conflict, Burke et al.
(2015) argue that these results can be extended to intergroup conflict as well, where the
value of victory, V V contains information on the expectation of completing the attack
without apprehension. Furthermore, in purely violent crimes where there is no economic
motivation, such as some murders, assaults and rapes, then θit = 0, and the psychological
consumption value of violence, γit, becomes the primary motivation for the attacker
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(Burke et al., 2015).
Equation 1.1 can be rearranged so that the condition for no conflict is alternatively
expressed as
θit(1− 2Pit(1− c))− γit > δ
[
PitV
V − V P ]. (1.2)
This alternative expression is the fundamental equation of the Chassang and Padro-i
Miquel (2009) framework, and compares the marginal value of peace in the current period
weighed against the discounted marginal expected utility for attacking on the right-
hand side. More importantly for this chapter, this equation presents several mechanisms
vulnerable to weather.
Starting first with economic output, θit, adverse weather shocks are believed to af-
fect economic productivity, and this mechanism has received much of the research focus
among economists especially for intergroup conflict. The majority of work considers
weather as an income shock that can drive civil conflict in developing countries (see
Burke et al. 2015 for further discussion of relevant studies). However, as Burke et al.
(2015) highlight, even if it is true that income affects conflict risk, and weather affects
income, this is still insufficient to prove weather affects conflict through income alone as
weather affects numerous other confounding factors as well. For homicide in a developed
country this mechanism has less merit. Homicides can be motivated by capturing a ri-
val’s economic output (e.g. territory dispute between gangs), yet it is unclear how local
weather conditions would affect this. Furthermore, there is limited support that weather
affects income in developed countries (Dell et al., 2012).3 Finally, in many instances of
3In general, climatic conditions are believed to play a limited role in the economic output of developed
countries, whose economies are not agrarian and have a variety of adaptation mechanisms (see Dell et al.
2012 for example). However, recent work provides conflicting evidence that elevated temperatures do in
fact impact annual economic output in the United States (Deryugina and Hsiang, 2014). This calls into
question the previously held belief that developed economies are immune from weather, although there
is still no support of impacts on a higher frequency timescale.
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homicide, harm is the primary goal and there is no intention to transfer wealth, suggest-
ing θit would be completely removed from the model. Taken together, this implies that
θit is not a key mechanism for the weather-homicide relationship. In regards to race, if
specific races are more likely to work in an industry that is reliant on weather, such as
agriculture, than there could be differential effects. However, given the limited amount
of weather dependent industries across the US, these differences are likely trivial for the
purposes of this chapter.
Moving next to the probability of successfully completing an attack, a weather-
induced increase in Pit would raise the likelihood of conflict as the expected value of
attacking is higher. Once again, this mechanism has some precedence across the conflict
literature especially with respect to intergroup conflict (see Burke et al. 2015 for further
discussion). One way weather could affect the probability of completing a successful at-
tack is by altering the physical environment in a way that makes completing the attack
easier or more likely to succeed. With respect to homicide, this mechanism falls under
RA theory, as weather can increase the chance of interactions increasing the probabil-
ity of a successful attack. Race plays a role here as weather shocks presumably affect
the probabilistic interactions of racial groups at different rates. For example, the black
unemployment rate is over twice the white unemployment rate over the sample period,
and this could result in a higher potential for interactions and conflict through favorable
weather shocks (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2017). Furthermore, the baseline probability
of successfully completing an attack likely varies among racial groups (i.e. Pit takes on
different values depending on i) and thus weather shocks would have differential impacts
on the likelihood for conflict across groups.
Finally, weather can affect the psychological consumption value of conflict, γit. This
mechanism has received the most support across the interpersonal conflict literature,
where heat is believed to act as a physiological stressor that leads to aggression. Trans-
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lated to Equation 1.2, heat would increase γit by either increasing the utility of acting
violently or decreasing the psychological cost of a violent act, decreasing the marginal
value of peace and increasing the likelihood for conflict. Of all mechanisms, Burke et al.
(2015) believe that evidence of a psychological motivation for intergroup conflict is among
the most convincing because economic conditions are unlikely to be affected by climatic
conditions on the high frequency timescale of some studies (either weekly for Jacob et al.
2007 or monthly for Ranson 2014). Furthermore, there is considerable evidence of a
connection between heat and aggression in a variety of settings where other plausible
mechanisms would play no role, such as violent retaliation in professional baseball, road
rage, or use of violence in police training (Larrick et al., 2011; Kenrick and MacFarlane,
1986; Vrij et al., 1994). Once again, race plays a role here as well, as different races
might have different baseline physiological consumption values for conflict. In communi-
ties with especially high homicide rates, the physiological cost of a violent act could be
lower, making conflict more likely. Furthermore, in these communities homicide may be
more readily associated with instrumental aggression, where heat would be expected to
play no role.
Although the above pathways provide varying degrees of support for different mech-
anisms, none completely rule out alternative hypotheses. These different and competing
mechanisms underpin the central problem of how difficult it is to disentangle how weather
affects conflict when weather impacts so many other aspects of an economy. Based on
this challenge, Burke et al. (2015) propose that the best path forward is to directly test
individual hypotheses through the elimination of other pathways and determine if the
connection between weather and conflict persists. Although I am unable to directly test
for specific mechanisms, by separating the homicide rate across race I am able to see if
there are differential effects for weather and if the findings are consistent with proposed
mechanisms.
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1.3.2 Primary Econometric Specification
This chapter’s empirical methodology relies on the plausibly exogenous variation in
weather outcomes over time to identify the effects of weather on homicide. This approach
was first popularized to the economics literature by the seminal work of Deschenes and
Greenstone (2007) who recognized that annual fluctuations in weather can be used to
measure agriculture profits. The primary advantage of this methodology is identification,
as panel methodologies and random weather outcomes can causatively identify the effect
of weather on a variety of economic outcomes (Dell et al., 2014).
In the interpersonal conflict literature, Ranson (2014) makes use of this methodology
to study the effects of weather on a variety of US crime rates, including homicide. I follow
his approach by using a semi-parametric specification for weather and precipitation that
does not impose any structural assumptions on the relationship between weather and
homicide. The primary econometric specification is listed below in equation (1.3):
Yiym =
10∑
j=i
βjTMEANiym +
5∑
k=1
θkPRECiym + αsm + γiy + εiym, (1.3)
where Yiym represents the log homicide rate in county i in in year y and month m.
The homicide rate often takes on a value of zero and to preserve the relationship using
log, I add 1 to all values before the log transformation. The key variables of interest
are those that capture the distribution of daily temperature. Denoted by TMEANiym,
this variable represents the number of days in county i in year t and month m that
the average temperature falls into one of the 10 following bins: < 10◦F , 10− < 20◦F ,
20− < 30◦F , 30− < 40◦F , 40− < 50◦F , 50− < 60◦F , 60− < 70◦F , 70− < 80◦F , 80− <
90◦F , ≥ 90◦F. Temperature is the primary focus of this analysis, but precipitation is
included as a control as it is often correlated with temperature (Auffhammer et al., 2013a).
Precipitation is therefore modeled in a similar approach, where PRECiym represents the
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number of days that the total temperature falls into one of the 5 following bins: 0 mm,
> 0− < 10 mm, 10− < 20 mm, 20− < 30 mm, ≥ 30 mm.
Following Ranson (2014) I use a comprehensive set of fixed effects, where αsm is a
state-by-month fixed effect and γiy is county-by-year fixed effect. The motivation for such
an extensive set of fixed effects is twofold. First, there is substantial year to year variation
in the number of reporting agencies per county across years. However, an identical set
of agencies report for each month within a given year, and therefore county-by-year
fixed effects controls for any unobserved differences in reporting across county-years.
Second, there are seasonal and regional differences in the homicide rate across the US. In
general, homicide spikes during the summer months and tends to be higher in southern
states. Therefore state-by-month fixed effects control for any unobserved differences in
the homicide rate across months and states.
Furthermore, these extensive fixed effects control for any observed variables that
are likely to affect homicide rates. This is particularly important for homicide, as the
exact causes and origins are not well defined. Traditional research has focused on socio-
economic factors, and the most reliable predictor tends to be age, gender, and race, all of
which are explicitly considered in my analysis (Field, 1992).4 Economic outcomes likely
play a role, but the exact correlates are not clear. Outcomes such as unemployment,
inequality, and poverty have been shown to affect homicide, yet these factors are not
predictors of crime as many locations with lower economic outcomes have lower crime
rates (Krueger et al., 2004; Glaeser et al., 1996). These complexities have given rise to a
whole group of literature across disciplines that tries to understand why homicide persists
in some areas but not others (Sampson et al., 1997; Krueger et al., 2004; Glaeser et al.,
1996).
4Besides age, gender, and race, weather is one of the most common factors consistently correlated with
violent crime, which explains why the topic has been such an active research frontier across numerous
disciplines.
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Given the difficulty in identifying correlates of homicide, fixed effects offer an ideal
methodological solution as they control for unobserved factors that affect homicide rates.
Specifically, county-by-year control for unobserved county-specific determinants of homi-
cide across years, which would include economic and demographic outcomes that vary
across counties such as education levels, income, poverty, and inequality as well as racial
compositions. Additionally, state-by-month fixed effects absorb any unobserved state-
specific determinants of homicide that vary across months, which would account for both
seasonal and regional factors. Identification comes from the remaining monthly varia-
tion in weather and homicide across county-years, controlling for average monthly state
patterns.
Although the empirical strategy used in equation (1.3) is common across the weather-
economy literature, the interpretation of the results is dependent on a somewhat subjec-
tive, reference point. Typically, a bin representing temperate weather (either 50− < 60◦F
or 60− < 70◦F ) is dropped, and all coefficients are compared to this omitted bin. The
interpretation of results is therefore explained by how an additional day of temperature
per month compares to the omitted bin, which is specific to the reference point and might
not always be intuitive. In response to this, I also make use of the “degree-day” approach,
which still does justice to the non-linear relationship between temperature and homicide
but presents results in a single-index. This approach allows a more unambiguous inter-
pretation of results, while still collapsing a year’s worth of temperature realizations into
a single-measure. This alternative specification is presented below:
Yiym = β1CDD70iym + β2HDD50iym +
5∑
k=1
θkPRECiym + αsm + γiy + εiym, (1.4)
where CDD70iym is the number of cumulative degree-days in county i in in year y and
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month m that exceed 70◦F . This degree-days approach is standard in the weather-
economy literature and creates a measure of the number of days with degrees above a
certain temperature threshold. For example, if a county-month-year had 2 days where
the average temperature was above 70◦F , 75◦F and 78◦F , the value of CDD70iym would
be 13. Heating degree days work in a similar way except measures cumulative temper-
ature below a threshold of 50◦F . This approach assumes that the effect of temperature
on homicide is linear above 70◦F and below 50◦F , with no effect for days in between.
These thresholds are based on findings from the bin analysis as the primary effects of
temperature are found outside these thresholds. Rather than estimate 10 coefficients,
this approach collapses temperature to two, ensuring more statistical power and allowing
easier interpretation.
Finally, consistent with Ranson (2014), I also include a one-month lag for each weather
variable in equations (1.3) and (1.4) as a robustness check. The inclusion of lagged vari-
ables is in response to Jacob et al. (2007), who find evidence that changes in crime rates
from weather shocks may have negative serial correlation. These models are identical to
the above with the inclusion of the lagged variables and are presented below. Results are
presented in the annex:
Yiym =
10∑
j=i
βjTMEANiym +
5∑
k=1
θkPRECiym +
10∑
j=i
βjTMEANiy,m−1
+
5∑
k=1
θkPRECiy,m−1 + αsm + γiy + εiym (1.5)
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Yiym = β1CDD70iym + β2HDD50iym + β3CDD70iy,m−1 + β4HDD50iy,m−1
+
5∑
k=1
θkPRECiym +
5∑
k=1
θkPRECiy,m−1αsm + γiy + εiym (1.6)
For the above models, there are two additional points worth noting. First, consistent
with the weather-economy literature, I assume that the error terms, εiym, are correlated
across counties over time and therefore cluster standard errors at the county level. Second,
regressions are weighted by the relevant populations. For example, the white homicide
rate regression is weighted by the total white population. The choice to use population
weights is also standard in the weather-economy literature and reflects that estimates
from counties with higher populations will be more precise and implies that estimates
represent the effect on the average person, rather than average county.
1.3.3 Adaptation Specification
One shortcoming of the primary empirical strategy is that it fails to account for
adaptation to climate across counties. Presumably increases in temperature could have
differential impacts on homicide depending on mean temperature of the county. For
example, the effect of a 90◦ F day in Boston might be different than in Miami, as people
in Miami experience more 90◦ F days per year. This is especially relevant given the
proposed mechanisms. If individuals in warmer counties experience more extremely hot
days per year, then heat might not cause as much physical stress as it would to an
individual in a colder climate that experiences an unusually warm day. Furthermore,
different mean temperatures across counties could impact the level of interactions. In
counties that experience an overall lower mean temperature, interactions in cold weather
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are still likely as people still routinely brave cold temperatures to be outside. In more
temperate locations however, cold days likely change behavior as people postpone going
outside until temperatures return to normal levels. Unusually warm days could trigger
differential effects as well. In colder counties, a warm day might encourage even more
interactions as individuals try to make the most of it, while those in already warm counties
might not change their patterns. Conversely, too warm of a day might encourage those
in colder climates to want to stay inside. People in warmer climates could be better
adapted to warm temperature and thus be unlikely to change their behavior. These
examples illustrate the potential role of cross-sectional adaptation. There is no reason to
believe that race would play any differential role here as adaptation has more to do with
location than demographic characteristics.
State fixed effects will control for any observed differences across populations in differ-
ent climatic regions, but this does not offer insight into the question of whether adaptation
to climate plays a role in the effect of weather on homicide. Therefore, in order to ex-
plore this issue further, I present an additional econometric specification that considers
adaption in the cross-section. This approach is based on the methodology from Barreca
et al. (2015), who consider if heat increases mortality more in areas that experience ex-
treme heat less often. To conduct their analysis, the authors consider the heterogeneity
of mortality responses to extreme temperature by considering how the effect varies across
ten deciles of the long-term distribution of extreme temperatures across states. I present
a modified version of this approach below:
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Yiym =
10∑
d=i
βdD80iym × 1(DecileD80iy = d)
+
5∑
k=1
θkPRECiym + αsm + γiy + εiym, (1.7)
where the primary variable of interest is represented by D80iym × 1(DecileD80iy = d) and
the other variables continue from previous specifications. Here D80iym represents the
total number of days in a county-year-month where the daily average temperature is
greater or equal to 80◦ F. Counties are also placed into one of ten deciles based on the
average annual number of D80 days across the sample represented by 1(DecileD80iy = d).
Thus, taken together, this specification provides a measure of how extremely hot days
affect different homicide rates across counties that experience different ranges of hot days
per year. Note that I elect to measure an extreme hot day as one whose mean temperature
is 80◦ F or greater and this choice differs from the Barreca et al. (2015) paper who instead
use a greater than 90◦ F threshold. Although this threshold was initially considered, my
chapter uses a significantly shorter sample, and the large number of observations whose
days do not exceed 90◦ F prohibits separating counties into deciles.5
1.4 Results
This section presents the main results of the chapter and finds that weather has
differential effects on homicide depending on demographic characteristics. My findings
question the previously held belief that heat increases homicide, as I find this effect
5For example, 37.83% of counties in my sample have no days that exceed the mean 90◦ F threshold
annually, and as a result the first 3 deciles share the same decile. However, the new threshold of 80◦ F
or greater still does justice to extreme temperatures, as it captures the two most extreme temperature
bins, and is well within the range of established effects for temperature on homicide.
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depends very much on victim demographics. Although I find that elevated temperatures
increase homicide across the general population and for white victims, I find a limited
effect for black victims. These findings are consistent with different mechanisms by race.
For white victims, I cannot rule out the hypothesis that heat acts as a physiological
stressor leading to violence and aggression. However, for black victims, and especially
young black males, this hypothesis has limited support. Instead it appears that for
black victims, an interactional mechanism plays a role, as colder temperatures reduce
the homicide rate drastically. These findings are discussed in greater detail below.
1.4.1 Total Homicide
I begin by presenting regression results from equation (1.3) and (1.4) for different
homicide rates by victim race. These results are listed in Table 1.3 and Table 1.4 below.
For the bin analysis in Table 1.3, the temperature coefficients are interpreted as the
percentage change in homicide per month caused by one extra day in that temperature
bin relative to a day in the omitted 60− < 70◦F temperature bin. This bin represents
a temperate day and is commonly used in the weather-economy literature, including the
Ranson (2014) work. The interpretation of the precipitation coefficients is the same for
both tables and represents the percentage change in homicide per month caused by one
extra day in that precipitation bin relative to a day with no rainfall (0 mm precipitation
bin). Finally, in Table 1.4, the temperature coefficients represent the percentage change
in homicide for one additional degree day above 70◦F (or below 50◦F ).
My results indicate that there are differential effects between weather and homicide
depending on the race of the victim. In Table 1.3, I present regression results for four
different homicide categories: all victims, white victims only, black victims only, and other
race victims. For all victims (column 1), I find a similar effect as Ranson (2014), with
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additional days in warmer bins causing an increase in homicide, and some evidence that
colder days decrease homicide. Some of these effects are meaningful as well, considering
the coefficients represent one additional day of weather per month. For example, a
usually warm month with 10 additional warmer days between 80− < 90◦F compared to
60− < 70◦ F, would cause the homicide rate to increase by nearly 2%. When I separate
the effect across race however, I begin to find some differential effects. If I restrict my
analysis to white victims only (column 2), I find that much of the positive effect seen
in warmer bins for the general population appears to be driven by white victims. The
effect of an additional day in either the 70− < 80◦ F or 80− < 90◦ F bin is both
highly significant and larger than what is seen across the entire population. For colder
temperature bins I find no effect, and instead the effect observed in the general population
appears to be driven by black victims. In column 3, I find that an additional day in either
the 50− < 60◦ F or 20− < 30◦ F bin decreases the homicide rate for black victims, and
this effect also appears in the general population albeit at a smaller coefficient estimate
and lower significance. An additional warm day only increases the homicide rate for the
80− < 90◦ F bin, while the 70− < 80◦ F bin has no effect. Finally, for victims of other
races (column 4), I find little evidence that temperature impacts homicide rates, with a
small positive effect found for the 80− < 90◦ F bin. In the degree-day approach, I find
a persistent effect for degree days over 70◦ F for the total population, white, and black
victim categories, but no effect for victims of other races. Degree days under 50◦ F only
have an effect for black victims (Table 1.4).
These initial results weakly suggest black victims drive much of the negative effect for
cold temperatures, while white victims drive the positive effect for warm temperatures.
General population effects are consistent with the previous literature, but this chapter
is the first to demonstrate the differential effects of race. Although race is not a perfect
measure of different homicide circumstances, the results from Table 1.3 demonstrate that
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heat has differential impacts on homicide depending on the victim. For certain black
communities, the homicide epidemic appears to be driven by motivations that would not
be classically associated with heat and annoyance. These results are somewhat illustrative
of this, yet reflect the fact that simply looking at differences between white and black
victims in major counties is not a prefect proxy for different types of aggression.
1.4.2 Young Male Homicides
A better illustration of the differential impacts of heat comes from looking at homicide
rates between young men aged 15-34. Young men, and particularly young black men,
represent the majority of homicide victims in the US. Of the nearly 290,000 black victims
in the SHR, 54% of them are men between 15 - 34.6 Furthermore, the divide between the
white and black homicide rates are even more pronounced in this group, as the homicide
rate for young, black men is nearly seven times higher than white men of the same
age across my sample (the largest difference across comparison groups). Given that the
discrepancies between young male homicide rates are even more pronounced than across
the entire population, this group offers a more useful comparison of the differential effects
of temperature on homicide.
Indeed, across these groups the differential effect between temperature and homicide
is even more pronounced. In Table 1.5, I present regression results from four different
homicide categories for young males: all victims, white victims only, black victims only,
and victims of other races. For all young male victims (column 1), the general population
effects (column 1 Table 1.3) are seen once again, with larger coefficient estimates and
a greater range of significant bins. However, only looking at all young male victims is
misleading as there are differential effects depending on race. For young white victims
(column 2), I find that elevated temperatures increase the homicide rate, but colder days
6Young, white males represent 38% of all white homicides.
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have no effect. Conversely, for young black victims (column 3), the opposite relationship
holds as colder days decrease the homicide rate, while warm days have no effect. These
effects are larger than what is demonstrated across the general population as well. Fur-
thermore, there appears to be increasing returns to these effects for young white males
and decreasing returns for young black males. For example, the effect for young white
males increases with temperature and 1 additional day in the > 90◦ F relative to a day
in the 60− < 70◦F omitted bin, causes the young white male homicide rate to increase
by approximately 0.9%. For young black males, mild colder days have a larger effect
than extreme cold days. One extra day in a mild cold bin (between 30− < 60◦F ) causes
the monthly homicide rate to decrease by over 0.5%. This size of the effect decreases in
more extreme bins (between 10− < 30◦F ) before ultimately having no effect for temper-
atures below 10◦ F. Although I am primary interested in the differential effects between
the white and black populations, other races are included for completeness and suggest
that weather plays no meaningful role in determining homicide rates. Note that the
non-effect could simply be a reflection of how rare homicides of other races are, as 92%
of observations for this category have a homicide rate of zero.
The degree day analysis also finds differential effects. In Table 1.6, I present results
for the four categories and find that elevated temperatures increase the homicide rate
for the entire population of young males and white victims, but have no effect for young
black males or victims of other races. Conversely, I find that colder days decrease the
homicide rate for young black males, but have no effect for white victims, victims of other
races, or the general population.
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1.4.3 Homicides including Offender
A discussion on the role of aggression surrounding homicide is not complete without
considering the offender who is responsible for committing the homicide. This was not
an oversight in previous sections, but rather a reflection of the fact that over a third of
homicides in the SHR database have unknown offenders. Furthermore, the clear majority
of homicides occur within the same race. For example, in instances where the offender
is known in the SHR database, over 80% of victims and offenders are of the same race.
This is logical due to the fact most people are killed by someone they know, and the
prevalence of racial segregation in America suggests they would be of the same race.
Thus, although the above analysis does not explicitly consider the race of the offender,
it implicitly assumes the offender is likely to be of the same race. This section takes the
analysis one step further by explicitly considering the offender as well.
Introducing offenders to the analysis removes much of the previous variation as obser-
vations with an unknown offender no longer count towards the homicide rate. Further-
more, in instances where the offender and victim are of a different race, most observations
are zero as these homicides are rare (see data section for descriptive statistics). Consider-
ing this, I opt to use less extensive fixed effects for this analysis to preserve some variation
to identify an effect. Specifically, I no longer make use of state-by-month fixed effects
and instead only use monthly fixed effects to control for seasonal trends across the entire
country.
In Table 1.7, I present regression results from estimating equation (1.3) for four
different victim-offender categories: white offender-white victim, black offender-black
victim, white offender-black victim, and black offender-white victim. I elect not to include
other race victims here because previous sections have failed to establish meaningful
results for this group. In the cases where the offender is of the same race as the victim,
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the findings from the previous section are weakly supported. For example, for a white
victim and white offender (column 1), I find that elevated temperatures increase the
homicide rate while colder temperatures have no effect. However, only an additional day
in the 80− < 90◦F bin has an effect and at a smaller magnitude compared to all white
victims (column 2 Table 1.3) or young white male victims (column 2 Table 1.5). Similarly,
for black victim and black offender (column 2), I find that colder temperatures decrease
homicide, and this effect more closely matches those seen in the previous section. Once
again, I find no support that elevated temperatures increase the black homicide rate.
These results are supported by the degree day findings in columns 1 and 2 in Table 1.8.
What is particularly striking about these results is that in the rare instances when the
victim and offender are of a different race, I find an effect that is like those seen of white
victims. Specifically, I find that elevated temperatures increase homicide, while colder
temperatures have no effect. For example, for a white offender and black victim (column
3), an additional day in the 70− < 80◦F or 80− < 90◦F relative to a day in the omitted
60− < 70◦F bin, increases the homicide rate by roughly 0.01%. For a black offender and
white victim, I only find an effect in the most extreme bin, where one additional day
above 90◦ increases the homicide rate for white victims by 0.03%. Although these effects
are small and these types of homicide are rare, it adds further support to the claim that
black-on-black homicide is unique compared to other types of homicide in the US.
1.4.4 Role of Adaptation
As a final robustness check I consider the role that regional adaptation to localized
climate plays across counties. This analysis is in response to the concern that extreme
temperatures may have differential effects to homicide in locations with different mean
temperatures. Results from equation 1.7 are listed below in Table 1.9.
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These tables demonstrate that adaptation appears to play no role in the impact of
extreme temperatures on homicide rate, and furthermore there do not appear to be differ-
ential effects across race. In Table 1.9, each decile represents the impact of an additional
day greater or equal to 80◦ F across the distribution of annual days greater or equal to
80◦ for each sample county. Thus, this analysis provides a simple test for differential
impacts for relatively colder counties (lower deciles) or warmer counties (higher deciles).
For all victims (column 1), I find that an additional warm day has no effect across many
deciles. Furthermore, this effect holds for white victims (column 2) and black victims
(column 3). For victims of other races (column 4), some deciles are significant, but the
effect is relatively constant and is neither decreasing or increasing.
This finding contrasts with the work of Barreca et al. (2015), who using a similar
methodology find decreasing returns to mortality for extreme temperature across in-
creasingly warmer deciles. Their findings are consistent with the temperature-mortality
literature at large that suggests long-term adaptation to mortality exists through a combi-
nation of physical acclimatization, adaptations of technologies (such as air-conditioning),
and changes in behavior. In theory, these adaptations should affect the homicide rate
as well, yet the relatively short panel length of my analysis appears to suggest that
adaptation plays no role over this time frame.
1.5 Discussion
The strong differential effects of race are new to the literature, but these findings
also offer insights into the relevant mechanisms in which heat increases homicide. These
results suggest that for white victims, and especially young white males, I cannot rule out
the heat hypothesis while an interactional approach (RA theory) has less support. Two
aspects of my results favor the heat hypothesis over an interactional mechanism. First,
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there is no effect in colder months, where an interactional mechanism would suppress
homicides. Second, the returns to warm temperature bins are increasing, and the largest
effect is seen in the warmest temperature bin. This is indicative of an annoyance based
mechanism as extremely warm temperatures are the most physiologically stressing and at
some point, interactions decrease as individuals seek refuge. Therefore, given that colder
temperatures do not decrease homicide for white victims, and the largest effect is seen in
warmest bin, this supports the heat hypothesis. For black victims, and especially young
black males, the evidence for the heat hypothesis is limited as elevated temperatures have
no effect on homicide. Conversely, the strong negative effect seen for colder days is instead
illustrative of an interactional mechanism where cold weather suppresses interactions
leading to less conflict and homicide. Although monthly fixed effect control for the
fact that interactions decrease across colder months, these results suggest that when
temperatures fall within months the homicide rate decreases.
To generalize theses findings back to the types of aggression used would suggest that
homicides with white victims would be associated with hostile aggression while black
victims would be associated with instrumental aggression. This is of course a general-
ization, as there are clearly homicides motived by both types of aggression regardless
of race, yet these regression results do highlight that there are clear differential effects
depending on race, and motivations may play a role. Furthermore, this claim does fit the
narrative previously discussed where the disproportionately high black homicide rate is
explained by a inadequate criminal justice system that has made homicide endemic. If
homicide in these communities is more closely associated with instrumental aggression
than elevated temperatures would not play a role, which is what these results weakly in-
dicate. The much stronger non-effect for young black victims for elevated temperatures
could be reflective of the fact that the deficiencies in the criminal justice system are dis-
proportionately burdened on this demographic. Meanwhile, the stronger effect for colder
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temperatures could be reflective of the fact that the young male black demographic has
more free time or flexibility across schedules, and thus more subject to weather changing
interactional patterns.
Regardless of the mechanism implications, these results demonstrate how important
it is to separate the homicide rate by race. If I simply consider all young male victims,
it demonstrates that colder temperatures decrease homicide, while warmer temperatures
increase it (which is largely consistent with what the previous literature has found).
However, the more accurate story is more nuanced as these effects appear to be driven
by different races. Thus, any future work must explicitly separate the homicide rate by
race.
1.6 Conclusion
Across the entire body of work that studies the relationship between temperature
and homicide there has been surprisingly little to no discussion about the role of race.
Homicide is not a simple summary statistic, but a nuanced measure that varies widely
across different demographic and socioeconomic backgrounds. The importance of race
cannot be overstated. Despite representing only 13% of the total population, over half of
all homicides are black victims. There are many complicated reasons why the homicide
epidemic in America is disproportionately black, but what cannot be denied is that the
sheer number of black deaths suggest there is something fundamentally different about
homicide in black communities. Since 1981, nearly 240,000 black men have been killed,
which is over four times the number of Americans who died in the Vietnam War. For
many, particularly those in the most affected communities, these deaths are unacceptable
and lack of public outrage is often incomprehensible. It is no wonder that moments such
as “Black Lives Matter” have gained traction in recent years, when the deaths of so many
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goes unnoticed.
By failing to recognize the potential for systematic differences across the homicide
rate by race, much of the previous work presents an inaccurate reflection of the true rela-
tionship between temperature and homicide. As my results suggest, it appears that black
victims drive much of the negative effect for cold temperatures, while white victims drive
the positive effect for warm temperatures. While this finding alone is a new addition to
the literature, these results also provide insights into the mechanism in which temper-
ature affects homicide. Race is far from a perfect measure of different homicide types,
yet these results reveal the differential effects for weather across victim race. For white
victims, I cannot rule out the hypothesis that heat acts a physiological stressor leading
to violence and aggression. However, for black victims, and especially young black males,
the support for this hypothesis is limited. Instead it appears that for black victims, an
interactional mechanism plays a role as colder temperatures reduce the homicide rate
drastically.
Relating this finding back to types of aggression suggests that homicide for white
victims would be more closely associated with hostile aggression, while black victims
(especially young black males) would be associated with instrumental aggression. This
claim is controversial, as clearly not every homicide can be so easily described by race, yet
my results do reveal strong differential effects that may be explained by different types
of aggression. Although homicide rates are at some of the lowest levels over the past 30
years, one cannot escape the obvious fact that young black men remain disproportionately
victimized. There are many currently working to helps these rates continue to fall, and it
is unclear if the correct remedy lies in more prevention, responsiveness, or a combination
of both. What cannot be ignored is the urgency of the problem and to truly understand
the homicide epidemic in the US, researchers must be very explicit about the differences
across race.
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Figure 1.1: Sample Counties
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Table 1.1: Summary Statistics of Sample
Entire SHR Dataset Sample
County Characteristics
Number of Counties 2997 174
Population 88,921 (310,407) 770,636 (1,044,631)
Pct White 0.88 (0.15) 0.76 (0.14)
Pct Black 0.09 (0.15) 0.19 (0.15)
Pct Other Race 0.03 (0.06) 0.05 (0.05)
Homicide Rates
Homicides per Month 1.52 (3.31) 6.99 (12.52)
Homicide Rate (Total) 0.96 (1.29) 0.87 (0.65)
White Homicide Rate 0.82 (1.29) 0.47 (0.26)
Black Homicide Rate 6.55 (130.46) 2.27 (1.12)
Other Race Homicide Rate 1.73 (21.71) 0.36 (0.33)
Young Male Homicide Rate 2.09 (4.87) 2.67 (2.39)
White Young Male Homicide Rate 1.63 (4.84) 1.14 (0.71)
Black Young Male Homicide Rate 5.44 (77.36) 7.74 (4.89)
Other Race Young Male Homicide Rate 2.12 (26.02) 0.70 (0.85)
White-on-White Homicide Rate 0.59 (1.01) 0.22 (0.12)
Black-on-Black Homicide Rate 4.75 (128.38) 1.17 (0.54)
Black-on-White Homicide Rate 0.01 (0.45) 0.02 (0.01)
White-on-Black Homicide Rate 0.02 (0.07) 0.03 (0.02)
Note: The table shows county level averages for the entire SHR dataset
and sample between 1981 - 2013. Standard Deviations are in parenthesis.
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Table 1.2: Weather Summary Statistics of Sample
Entire SHR Dataset Sample
Monthly Number of Days
in Weather Bin
Number of Counties 2997 174
Temp: < 10◦ F 0.49 (0.82) 0.14 (0.30)
Temp: 10− < 20◦ F 0.86 (0.91) 0.44 (0.59)
Temp: 20− < 30◦ 2.00 (1.49) 1.28 (1.28)
Temp: 30− < 40◦ 3.74 (1.67) 2.86 (1.96)
Temp: 40− < 50◦ 4.70 (1.19) 4.40 (1.74)
Temp: 50− < 60◦ 5.04 (0.99) 5.47 (2.05)
Temp: 60− < 70◦ 5.66 (0.90) 6.09 (1.57)
Temp: 70− < 80◦ 5.72 (2.32) 6.51 (2.22)
Temp: 80− < 90◦ 2.20 (2.44) 3.15 (3.13)
Temp: > 90◦ 0.03 (0.23) 0.10 (0.51)
Precip: 0 mm 16.57 (3.23) 16.81 (3.21)
Precip: > 0− < 10 mm 11.49 (3.33) 11.22 (2.89)
Precip: 10− < 20 mm 1.40 (0.52) 1.38 (0.47)
Precip: 20− < 30 mm 0.54 (0.25) 0.55 (0.22)
Precip: ≥ 30 mm 0.45 (0.29) 0.46 (0.26)
Monthly Degree Days
Degree Days Above 70◦ F 56.75 (44.64) 75.87 (56.34)
Degree Days Below 50◦ F 179.35 (118.53) 114.45 (91.98)
Note: The table shows county level weather averages for the entire SHR dataset and sample between
1981 - 2013. Standard Deviations are in parenthesis.
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Table 1.3: Log Total Homicide Rate by Race: Temperatutre Bins
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Homicide Rate:
All Victims
Homicide Rate:
White Victims
Homicide Rate:
Black Victims
Homicide Rate:
Other Race
Temp : < 10◦ F 0.000919 0.000262 0.00125 0.00231
(0.00118) (0.00111) (0.00248) (0.00251)
Temp: 10− < 20◦ F -0.00269 -0.00170 -0.00511 -0.00292
(0.00191) (0.00138) (0.00315) (0.00178)
Temp: 20− < 30◦ F -0.00133∗ -0.000531 -0.00341∗∗ 0.00216
(0.000777) (0.000777) (0.00158) (0.00205)
Temp: 30− < 40◦ F -0.00182∗ -0.000918 -0.00331 0.000379
(0.00101) (0.000773) (0.00204) (0.00129)
Temp: 40− < 50◦ F -0.000513 -0.000210 -0.000979 0.000124
(0.000511) (0.000483) (0.00105) (0.000658)
Temp: 50− < 60◦ F -0.000800∗∗ -0.000345 -0.00187∗∗ 0.000417
(0.000401) (0.000385) (0.000918) (0.000626)
Temp: 70− < 80◦ F 0.000907∗∗ 0.00116∗∗∗ 0.000484 -0.000257
(0.000364) (0.000374) (0.000639) (0.000415)
Temp: 80− < 90◦ F 0.00188∗∗∗ 0.00191∗∗∗ 0.00196∗∗ 0.00151∗∗
(0.000486) (0.000565) (0.000929) (0.000729)
Temp: ≥ 90◦ F 0.00133 0.00103 0.00357 -0.000425
(0.000811) (0.000794) (0.00332) (0.00208)
Precip: > 0− < 10 mm 0.000204 -0.000386 0.00153∗∗∗ 0.000429
(0.000285) (0.000386) (0.000584) (0.000778)
Precip: 10− < 20 mm 0.0000186 0.000358 0.000658 0.00187
(0.000892) (0.000925) (0.00173) (0.00184)
Precip: 20− < 30 mm 0.000318 0.00147 -0.000196 -0.00220
(0.00136) (0.00146) (0.00269) (0.00260)
Precip: ≥ 30 mm -0.00123 -0.00209 -0.000693 0.00280
(0.00141) (0.00146) (0.00278) (0.00312)
No Obs 30456 30456 30456 30456
R2 0.796 0.612 0.609 0.252
Notes:
Regressions weighted by relevant populations
Standard errors are in parenthesis and are clustered at the county level.
∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01
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Table 1.4: Log Total Homicide Rate by Race: Degree Day
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Homicide Rate:
All Victims
Homicide Rate:
White Victims
Homicide Rate:
Black Victims
Homicide Rate:
Other Race
Temperature
(Degree Days Over 70F) 0.000108∗∗∗ 0.000104∗∗∗ 0.000138∗∗ 0.0000529
(0.0000301) (0.0000345) (0.0000536) (0.0000492)
Temperature
(Degree Days Under 50F) -0.0000271 -0.0000163 -0.0000721∗∗ 0.0000133
(0.0000217) (0.0000186) (0.0000354) (0.0000401)
Precip: > 0− < 10 mm 0.000124 -0.000432 0.00147∗∗ 0.000545
(0.000292) (0.000381) (0.000579) (0.000808)
Precip: 10− < 20 mm -0.000109 0.000332 0.000420 0.00180
(0.000861) (0.000896) (0.00170) (0.00178)
Precip: 20− < 30 mm 0.000205 0.00145 -0.000405 -0.00207
(0.00138) (0.00145) (0.00269) (0.00260)
Precip: ≥ 30 mm -0.00137 -0.00217 -0.000879 0.00278
(0.00142) (0.00147) (0.00277) (0.00300)
No Obs 30456 30456 30456 30456
R2 0.796 0.612 0.609 0.252
Notes:
Regressions weighted by relevant populations.
Standard errors are in parenthesis and are clustered at the county level.
∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01
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Table 1.5: Log Homicide Rate for Young Males (15-34) by Race: Temperature Bins
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Homicide Rate:
All Victims
Homicide Rate:
White Victims
Homicide Rate:
Black Victims
Homicide Rate:
Other Race
Temp : < 10◦ F -0.00118 -0.00142 -0.00262 -0.000484
(0.00293) (0.00329) (0.00508) (0.00369)
Temp: 10− < 20◦ F -0.00531 -0.00281 -0.0109∗∗ -0.00736∗
(0.00366) (0.00282) (0.00518) (0.00400)
Temp: 20− < 30◦ F -0.00474∗∗∗ -0.00114 -0.0109∗∗∗ 0.00176
(0.00147) (0.00187) (0.00251) (0.00323)
Temp: 30− < 40◦ F -0.00335∗ -0.00196 -0.00650∗∗ -0.000434
(0.00175) (0.00180) (0.00280) (0.00274)
Temp: 40− < 50◦ F -0.00250∗∗∗ -0.000782 -0.00551∗∗∗ 0.000483
(0.000781) (0.000919) (0.00174) (0.00164)
Temp: 50− < 60◦ F -0.00222∗∗∗ -0.000938 -0.00565∗∗∗ 0.00122
(0.000730) (0.000741) (0.00145) (0.00160)
Temp: 70− < 80◦ F 0.00112∗ 0.00214∗∗∗ -0.000796 0.000326
(0.000659) (0.000729) (0.00132) (0.00109)
Temp: 80− < 90◦ F 0.00251∗∗∗ 0.00361∗∗∗ 0.00124 0.00207
(0.000930) (0.00114) (0.00194) (0.00172)
Temp: ≥ 90◦ F 0.00651∗∗ 0.00894∗∗∗ 0.00305 0.000809
(0.00280) (0.00314) (0.00679) (0.00520)
Precip: > 0− < 10 mm 0.0000311 -0.00132 0.00254∗∗ -0.0000239
(0.000599) (0.000812) (0.00110) (0.00138)
Precip: 10− < 20 mm 0.00000249 -0.000279 0.00417 -0.000831
(0.00216) (0.00246) (0.00337) (0.00529)
Precip: 20− < 30 mm 0.00227 -0.0000103 0.00462 0.00847
(0.00291) (0.00315) (0.00485) (0.00721)
Precip: ≥ 30 mm -0.00345 -0.00280 -0.00510 0.00745
(0.00313) (0.00378) (0.00501) (0.00904)
No Obs 30456 30456 30456 30456
R2 0.678 0.534 0.513 0.233
Notes:
Regressions weighted by relevant populations
Standard errors are in parenthesis and are clustered at the county level.
∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01
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Table 1.6: Log Homicide Rate for Young Males (15-34) by Race: Degree Days
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Homicide Rate:
All Victims
Homicide Rate:
White Victims
Homicide Rate:
Black Victims
Homicide Rate:
Other Race
Temperature
(Degree Days Over 70F) 0.000201∗∗∗ 0.000269∗∗∗ 0.000133 0.0000529
(0.0000516) (0.0000691) (0.000105) (0.0000492)
Temperature
(Degree Days Under 50F) -0.0000754 -0.0000268 -0.000168∗∗ 0.0000133
(0.0000460) (0.0000473) (0.0000679) (0.0000401)
Precip: > 0− < 10 mm -0.000334 -0.00153∗ 0.00213∗ 0.000545
(0.000635) (0.000799) (0.00115) (0.000808)
Precip: 10− < 20 mm -0.000539 -0.000428 0.00327 0.00180
(0.00215) (0.00246) (0.00335) (0.00178)
Precip: 20− < 30 mm 0.00179 -0.000123 0.00365 -0.00207
(0.00291) (0.00315) (0.00487) (0.00260)
Precip: ≥ 30 mm -0.00378 -0.00293 -0.00585 0.00278
(0.00316) (0.00377) (0.00501) (0.00300)
No Obs 30456 30456 30456 30456
R2 0.678 0.534 0.513 0.252
Notes:
Regressions weighted by relevant populations.
Standard errors are in parenthesis and are clustered at the county level.
∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01
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Table 1.7: Log Homicide Rate by Offender and Victim Race: Temperature Bins
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Homicide Rate:
White-White
Homicide Rate:
Black-Black
Homicide Rate:
White-Black
Homicide Rate:
Black-White
Temp : < 10◦ F -0.000158 -0.00313 -0.000170 0.0000955
(0.000876) (0.00264) (0.000269) (0.000597)
Temp: 10− < 20◦ F -0.00130 -0.00572∗∗ -0.000147 -0.000454
(0.000931) (0.00241) (0.000337) (0.000312)
Temp: 20− < 30◦ F 0.000306 -0.00357∗∗ -0.000291 -0.000156
(0.000523) (0.00171) (0.000188) (0.000232)
Temp: 30− < 40◦ F -0.000118 -0.00409∗∗∗ -0.0000752 -0.000151
(0.000405) (0.00146) (0.000102) (0.000155)
Temp: 40− < 50◦ F 0.0000712 -0.000254 -0.000132∗ -0.00000445
(0.000299) (0.000860) (0.0000691) (0.000111)
Temp: 50− < 60◦ F -0.000339 -0.00235∗∗∗ -0.0000168 -0.0000788
(0.000270) (0.000733) (0.0000734) (0.0000914)
Temp: 70− < 80◦ F 0.000381∗ 0.000268 0.000135∗∗ 0.000124
(0.000207) (0.000524) (0.0000582) (0.0000869)
Temp: 80− < 90◦ F 0.00105∗∗∗ 0.000957 0.000150∗∗ 0.000166
(0.000226) (0.000772) (0.0000713) (0.000110)
Temp: ≥ 90◦ F -0.000236 0.0000677 0.000103 0.000292∗∗
(0.000298) (0.00206) (0.000130) (0.000134)
Precip: > 0− < 10 mm -0.000174 0.000964 -0.00000261 0.0000159
(0.000254) (0.000654) (0.0000655) (0.0000848)
Precip: 10− < 20 mm 0.000255 -0.000525 0.0000668 -0.000245
(0.000633) (0.00159) (0.000228) (0.000302)
Precip: 20− < 30 mm 0.000434 -0.00116 -0.000125 -0.000372
(0.00119) (0.00314) (0.000449) (0.000487)
Precip: ≥ 30 mm -0.000788 0.000891 -0.000116 -0.000199
(0.00112) (0.00267) (0.000404) (0.000453)
No Obs 30456 30456 30456 30456
R2 0.445 0.518 0.166 0.183
Notes:
Regressions weighted by relevant populations
Standard errors are in parenthesis and are clustered at the county level.
∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01
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Table 1.8: Log Homicide Rate by Offender and Victim Race: Degree Days
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Homicide Rate:
White-White
Homicide Rate:
Black-Black
Homicide Rate:
White-Black
Homicide Rate:
Black-White
Temperature
(Degree Days Over 70F) 0.0000421∗∗ 0.0000296 0.00000535 0.00000720
(0.0000191) (0.0000416) (0.00000470) (0.00000496)
Temperature
(Degree Days Under 50F) 0.00000350 -0.0000944∗∗∗ -0.00000513∗ -0.00000468
(0.00000953) (0.0000279) (0.00000310) (0.00000285)
Precip: > 0− < 10 mm -0.000301 0.000756 -0.0000245 -0.000000212
(0.000226) (0.000669) (0.0000650) (0.0000809)
Precip: 10− < 20 mm 0.000414 -0.000768 0.0000521 -0.000240
(0.000616) (0.00160) (0.000229) (0.000307)
Precip: 20− < 30 mm 0.000529 -0.00126 -0.000126 -0.000349
(0.00119) (0.00310) (0.000449) (0.000485)
Precip: ≥ 30 mm -0.000990 0.000865 -0.0000950 -0.000192
(0.00112) (0.00264) (0.000408) (0.000450)
No Obs 30456 30456 30456 30456
R2 0.445 0.518 0.166 0.183
Notes:
Regressions weighted by relevant populations.
Standard errors are in parenthesis and are clustered at the county level.
∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01
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Table 1.9: Estimated Effect of Days with Temperature Greater Than or Equal to 80◦
F on Log Mortality Rate by Race, by Decile of its Distribution from 1981 - 2013
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Homicide Rate:
All Victims
Homicide Rate:
White Victims
Homicide Rate:
Black Victims
Homicide Rate:
Other Race
1st Decile 0.00391 -0.000191 0.0125 0.0185∗∗∗
(0.00371) (0.00259) (0.0132) (0.00485)
2nd Decile -0.00108 0.0000808 -0.00561 0.00561
(0.00363) (0.00288) (0.0117) (0.00468)
3rd Decile -0.0000459 0.00168 0.000561 -0.00403
(0.00164) (0.00178) (0.00295) (0.00260)
4th Decile 0.00248 0.00196 0.00259 0.00300∗∗∗
(0.00159) (0.00206) (0.00249) (0.000710)
5th Decile 0.00116 0.000532 0.00153 0.00108
(0.000866) (0.000993) (0.00191) (0.00175)
6th Decile 0.000310 -0.000390 0.000736 0.00122
(0.000868) (0.00116) (0.00116) (0.00220)
7th Decile 0.00121 0.00157 0.000721 0.00218∗∗∗
(0.000824) (0.00102) (0.00142) (0.000469)
8th Decile 0.00184∗∗ 0.00187 0.00158 -0.000500
(0.000826) (0.00119) (0.00116) (0.000938)
9th Decile 0.000835 0.000925∗ 0.00147 0.000801
(0.000677) (0.000556) (0.00184) (0.00198)
10th Decile 0.00112 0.000873 0.00202 0.00191
(0.000709) (0.000578) (0.00148) (0.00157)
Precip: > 0− < 10 mm 0.0000757 -0.000448 0.00135∗∗ 0.000484
(0.000291) (0.000381) (0.000592) (0.000798)
Precip: 10− < 20 mm -0.000123 0.000294 0.000392 0.00187
(0.000856) (0.000895) (0.00169) (0.00176)
Precip: 20− < 30 mm 0.000238 0.00143 -0.000291 -0.00205
(0.00140) (0.00146) (0.00272) (0.00259)
Precip: ≥ 30 mm -0.00136 -0.00222 -0.000829 0.00286
(0.00141) (0.00148) (0.00277) (0.00295)
No Obs 30456 30456 30456 30456
R2 0.796 0.612 0.609 0.253
Notes:
Regressions weighted by relevant populations
Standard errors are in parenthesis and are clustered at the county level.
∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01
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Chapter 2
The Dynamics of Weather, Yields
and Deforestation: Evidence from
Soy in the Brazilian Amazon
Attributions
The content of chapter 2 is the result of a collaboration with Ryan Abman and Sam
Heft-Neal. Ryan Abman is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Economics at
San Diego State University. Sam Heft-Neal is a Postdoctoral Fellow in the Department
of Earth System Science at Stanford University.
2.1 Introduction
The dual threats of carbon emissions and biodiversity loss make tropical deforestation
one of the world’s most pressing environmental challenges. Deforestation accounts for
approximately 15 percent of global greenhouse gas emissions, more than the entire global
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transportation sector. Tropical forests are also home to over half of the world’s species,
many of which are found in microhabitats and are vulnerable to extinction. In light of
these risks, research considering the drivers of deforestation has increased dramatically
in recent years (Kaimowitz and Angelsen, 1998; Barbier and Burgess, 2001).
A consensus has emerged that land use conversion to agriculture is a leading driver of
tropical deforestation yet the relationship between agricultural productivity and defor-
estation is ambiguous. The classical view, typically called the “Borlaug Hypothesis,” is
that increased agriculture productivity reduces the amount of land needed for agriculture
and reduces deforestation. Named after one of the leaders of the Green Revolution, Nor-
man Borlaug, this hypothesis argues that the agriculture productivity improvements seen
in the Green Revolution had a positive effect on forest cover as less cropland was needed
to feed rising populations. However, others have argued that agricultural productivity
can increase deforestation pressures, as the return to clearing land increases. If profits,
rather than total output are the ultimate goal of the farmer, than agriculture produc-
tivity improvements would encourage more land cleared to capture rents. Therefore, the
relationship between agriculture productivity and deforestation very much depends on
the context and production system (Angelsen and Kaimowitz, 2001). Empirical evidence
considering the relationship between agriculture productivity and deforestation is lim-
ited. As noted by Villoria et al. 2014 in a recent review, much of the existing literature
focuses on cross-country differences in productivity and land in agriculture. There are
relatively few within-country studies that effectively answer this question due to a lack
of exogenous spatial and temporal variation in agricultural productivity.
In this chapter, we study the dynamic relationship between agricultural productivity
and deforestation in the Brazilian Amazon. We begin with a conceptual model that
considers how an exogenous shock to productivity may influence a farmers decision to
clear land in the following year. This model demonstrates the conditions where a pos-
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itive relationship between productivity shocks and land clearing exist and serves as the
motivation for our empirical specification. Our empirical analysis uses annual variation
in growing-season temperature as a source of exogenous productivity variation in soy.
Using a panel of municipalities in the Brazilian Amazon, we demonstrate that increased
temperatures during the growing season lead to higher soy yields in that year, increased
planted area for soy in the following year, and increased deforestation two years after.
While the delayed effect of temperature on deforestation may at first appear puzzling, it
is consistent with findings of pastureland displacement. The majority of deforestation in
the Brazilian Amazon is for pastureland, and although there is some forest conversion to
soy occurring, soy frequently moves into pastureland, displacing pasture to forest frontiers
(Morton et al., 2006; Barona et al., 2010; Arima et al., 2011; Macedo et al., 2012). Our
results provide evidence that short-run impacts of improved productivity may increase
deforestation, refuting - at least in part - the ‘’‘Borlaug Hypothesis”.
Our results, while consistent with static models of deforestation (such as Angelsen
1999), do stand in contrast to findings of some recent work. In a working paper, Assunc¸a˜o
et al. (2016) study the impact of electrification in the Brazilian Amazon on subsequent
deforestation from 1970 to 2006. They find that electrification led to more agricultural
intensification and, over time, less deforestation. Electrification allows farmers to make
extensive-margin adjustments in crop composition and agricultural activity that can be
studied over longer time periods. We focus our efforts on weather fluctuations during
one crop’s growing season which may lead to intensive margin adjustments but likely
not extensive margin adjustments from year to year. In another working paper, Abman
and Carney (2016) study the impact of fertilizer subsidies on deforestation in Malawi,
finding a negative yield-deforestation relationship from fertilizer. In Malawi, most maize
farming is done at the subsistence level and fertilizer may delay or reduce the need to shift
cultivation to a new, forested plot of land. In Brazil, soy is farmed at commercial scales,
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thus labor and input constraints present at the Malawian household-level are unlikely to
bind for Brazilian soy farming.
Existing literature studying agricultural productivity and deforestation often relies on
cross-country differences in agricultural productivity. Notable examples include Ewers
et al. (2009) and Rudel et al. (2009) which look at country-level increases in agricultural
productivity and changes in total agricultural area, finding little evidence that increased
productivity led to land-sparring. By leveraging within-country variation in productivity
we are able to avoid many of the inherent issues of country-level governance and land
use regulations that may also be correlated with agricultural productivity. Furthermore,
panel data allows us to examine the dynamic relationship between productivity and
deforestation.
We merge two existing literatures to study the relationship between agricultural pro-
ductivity and deforestation in Brazil. The first literature examines the relationship be-
tween weather and agriculture and the second examines the relationship between agricul-
ture, land use, and deforestation. While both literatures are further discussed in the fol-
lowing section, we apply the insights from the weather and agriculture literature, namely
that transitory weather shocks can have significant impacts on agricultural yields. By
merging spatially explicit data on weather and soy yields, we model the growing-season
temperature relationship with soy yields in the Brazilian Amazon. We then consider how
yields relate to planted area and planted area to deforestation. For both, we find evidence
of a positive relationship with a one year lag. That is, a one percent increase in soy yields
is associated with a 0.4% increase in soy planted area in the following year, while a one
percent increase in planted area is associated with a 0.1% increase in deforestation in
the following year. Together this suggests that a favorable weather shock would increase
deforestation after two years.
We then examine the relationship between lagged growing-season temperature and
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deforestation using satellite data on forest loss. We find increased growing-season max-
imum temperatures (which increase soy yields and subsequent planted area) lead to
significantly higher deforestation two years later (the year after we observe increases in
soy planted area). The finding of the lagged effect is consistent with literature on indirect
land use changes in the Brazilian Amazon. This literature finds that as soy moves into
the Amazon, it will often be grown on land previously dedicated to pasture land and push
cattle pastures further into the Amazon forest. This chapter is the first to our knowledge
to use weather-induced yield variation to study land use change and deforestation from
agriculture. Furthermore, much of the indirect land use change literature in Brazil uses
long run changes in agricultural composition in distant municipalities to show evidence of
indirect land use change. Our chapter provides evidence of short-run local effects driven
by soy expansion displacing cattle pasture land.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 presents the background
and motivation for our work. Section 2.3 presents our conceptual model. Section 2.4
presents data and our empirical specification. Section 2.5 discuses our empirical results.
Section 2.6 concludes with final remarks.
2.2 Background
The foundation of this chapter’s empirical methodology falls within the growing field
of the climate-economy literature as profiled by Dell et al. (2014). This new wave of
empirical research uses panel methodologies and high frequency weather variables to
identify the impact of weather on a variable of interest. This literature overcomes iden-
tification issues as the plausibly random variation in weather outcomes over time within
a given spatial area are able to identify the effects of weather on the outcome of interest.
Specifically, the most closely related work to our own analysis is from Schlenker and
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Roberts (2009), who find that soy yields in the United States increase gradually until
30◦ C, but temperatures above this threshold are highly damaging to yields. This find-
ing documents the direct relationship between temperature and soy yields, and serves as
the starting point for our analysis when we attempt to document a similar relationship
between temperature and soy in the Brazilian Amazon.
Moving next to the deforestation literature, we focus our analysis on Brazil where
numerous studies have explored the relationship between pasture, soybean, and defor-
estation in the Brazilian Amazon. Historically, along the “arc of deforestation” in the
southern and eastern Brazilian Amazon, forest conversion began with small-scale ex-
ploration for timber or subsistence agriculture, followed by larger-scale cattle ranching.
However, more recently the rise of large-scale mechanized agriculture for export crops
have introduced new pressures on the forest frontier. Soybean cultivation in particular has
increased dramatically, and is the largest cultivated crop in terms of harvested area since
the 1990s (Barona et al., 2010). This rapid rise of intensive agriculture, matched with the
large remaining potential for expansion has caused much alarm about the potential for
future forest loss. Indeed, this concern appears warranted as the Brazilian Amazon lost
some 18.9 million hectares of forest from 2000 - 2006, while soybean cultivation reached
new highs (Barona et al., 2010).
Although many hypothesized that the rapid increase in soy production was to blame
for the large forest loss, research suggests a more complicated picture. In particular, there
have been several recent works that take advantage of high quality satellite remote sensing
data to empirically consider how pasture and soybean cultivation impact deforestation
rates in the Brazilian Amazon. Brown et al. (2005) and Morton et al. (2006) suggest that
although soy is responsible for some forest conversion, the majority of deforestation that
occurred in the first half of the 2000s was destined for cattle pasture. A second wave of
papers considers the role of indirect land use change, in which mechanized agriculture
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encroaches on existing pastures, displacing those to new forest frontiers. This body of
research became particularly relevant in the latter half of the 2000s, as deforestation rates
across the Brazilian Amazon decreased dramatically, but soybean production continued
to grow to all-time highs. These studies find evidence that the increased soybean pro-
duction in the latter half of the 2000s moved predominately into previous pastureland,
which in turn caused pasture to move to new forest frontiers (Barona et al., 2010; Arima
et al., 2011; Macedo et al., 2012).
Another closely related work from the Brazilian deforestation literature comes from
Garrett et al. (2013), who consider how land institutions and supply chain configurations
are determinants of soybean planted area and yields in the Brazilian Amazon. Although
the authors’ provide some evidence that supply chain infrastructure is positively associ-
ated with planted area and yields, their analysis is only a cross-sectional study, which
does not offer a causal analysis into what role these variables play in determining yields
and planted area. Most importantly for our work, they also find evidence that soy yields
are positively associated with planted area, although this finding is only cross sectional.
Although much of the previous research touches on similar topics as our work, our
analysis advances the literature in several ways. First, our empirical strategy and data
allow us to overcome issues of exogeniety that have adversely affected much of the pre-
vious literature. For example, while Garrett et al. (2013) also considers how biophysical
conditions such as weather affect soy yields in the Brazilian Amazon, that analysis is only
conducted on a cross-sectional level. Conversely, our empirical strategy produces unbi-
ased estimates of the effect of weather on soy yields through the use of fixed effects and
the plausibly random year-to-year variation in temperatures. Second, and more impor-
tantly, our analysis considers how changes in agriculture productivity through weather
shocks impact deforestation rates, which is unique to the deforestation literature.
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2.3 A Simple Model of Weather, Agricultural Pro-
ductivity and Land Clearing
The central hypothesis of our chapter is that weather shocks affect deforestation
through their impact on soy yields and soy planted area. To better illustrate why a
farmer would make planting decisions based on yield changes from weather shocks we
present a two-period, partial equilibrium model. In this model, a price-taking individual
is endowed with a certain amount of cleared land (H0), whose productivity (α0) depends
on some exogenous factor (weather). We abstract away from labor and capital decisions
for simplicity. Total production in both periods, F (α,H), is increasing in both land and
and productivity (F ′ > 0, F ′′ < 0). After the growing season, the individual can choose
to clear additional land (h) to put into production in the following year (H1 = H0 + h).
The productivity of the land in the following year (α1) is unknown to the individual
and is a random variable distributed log-normal. The individual may also choose to
invest in a liquid asset a which earns a return of R the following year with certainty.
The price of the agricultural good produced is normalized to 1. Consumption in year 0
is everything produced minus total clearing costs and investments, and consumption in
year 1 is everything produced in that year plus the total return from investments. The
individual’s utility function is increasing and concave in consumption (u′ > 0, u′′ < 0).
The individual discounts future consumption by β.
We can define the individual’s problem as:
max
h,a
E[u(c0, c1)] = u(F (α0, H0)− ch− a) + β E[u(F (α1, H1) +Ra)] (2.1)
subject to:
F (α0, H0)− ch− a > 0
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h ≥ 0
a ≥ 0
H1 = H0 + h
The lagrangian is as follows:
L = u(F (α0, H0)−ch−a)+β E[u(F (α1, H0+h)+Ra)]+λ1h+λ2a+λ3(F (α0, H0)−ch−a)
(2.2)
As above, the concavity of the utility function implies that λ3 = 0 and the budget
constraint will not bind. The FOCs with respect to h and a are:
Lh = −u′(F (α0, H0)− ch− a)(c) + β E
[
u′(F (α1, H0 + h) +Ra)
∂F
∂H
]
+ λ1 = 0
La = −u′(F (α0, H0)− ch− a) + βRE[u′(F (α1, H0 + h) +Ra)] + λ2 = 0
The optimal pair of land clearing and liquid asset investment, {h∗, a∗}, solves the
following system of equations
u′(F (α0, H0)− ch∗ − a∗)(c) = β E
[
u′(F (α1, H0 + h∗) +Ra∗)
∂F
∂H
]
+ λ1
u′(F (α0, H0)− ch∗ − a∗) = βRE[u′(F (α1, H0 + h∗) +Ra∗)] + λ2
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2.3.1 Characterization of Possible Outcomes
In the above model, the optimal choice of a∗ and h∗ can be classified by the following
four cases.
1. a∗ = h∗ = 0, All first year production consumed in first year.
2. a∗ > 0, h∗ = 0, Landowner only invests in liquid asset, no land clearing.
3. a∗ = 0, h∗ > 0, Landowner does not invest in liquid asset, but chooses to clear
land.
4. a∗ > 0, h∗ > 0, Landowner invests in liquid asset and clears land.
All production is consumed in year 0 if the following two conditions hold:
u′(F (α0, H0))(c) > β E
[
u′(F (α1, H0))
∂F
∂H
]
(2.3)
u′(F (α0, H0)) > βRE[u′(F (α1, H0))] (2.4)
In this case the realization for α0 is sufficiently low relative to the expected realization
of α1 that the marginal utility of consumption in year 0 is greater than the discounted
expected marginal utility of consumption in year 1.
For higher realizations of α0, the landowner’s choice of how to smooth consumption
will be decided by the relationship between the return on the liquid asset R and the
expected marginal product of land clearing. The landowner will clear no land if:
R >
(
1
c
)
E
[
∂F
∂H
(α1, H0)
]
(2.5)
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Conversely, if the expected returns to clearing land are sufficiently large, the landowner
may choose to invest all excess consumption into clearing land, so long as the expected
marginal product of land remains above the return on the liquid asset. That is, a∗ = 0
if:
R <
(
1
c
)
E
[
∂F
∂H
(α1, H0 + h
∗)
]
(2.6)
Finally, the landowner will choose to invest both in land clearing and the liquid asset
if the expected marginal product of land clearing is above the return on the liquid asset
for the initial endowment of land (H0) but is sufficiently diminished when more land is
put into production such that becomes equal to the return on the liquid asset before the
desired level of total investment has been made. Thus both a∗ and h∗ will be positive if:
R =
(
1
c
)
E
[
∂F
∂H
(α1, H0 + h
∗)
]
(2.7)
and
u′(F (α0, H0)− ch∗) < βRE[u′(F (α1, H0 + h∗))] (2.8)
2.3.2 Productivity and Land Clearing
While simple, the above model does provide some insight into the relationship between
weather during the current growing season (productivity) and the choice of land clearing
for the future. The model provides justification regarding why we might expect current
weather to increase future land in agriculture even when landowners have access to alter-
native savings technology. This mechanism does not rely on assumptions of landowner’s
perceptions of serial correlation in weather patterns.1 An important takeaway from this
1These beliefs could be modeled using this framework and an assumption of how E[α1] differs from
E[α1|α0] from the perspective of the landowner.
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model is that under certain conditions, ∂h
∗
∂α0
> 0 and under other conditions, ∂h
∗
∂α0
= 0.
Our model suggests positive growing season weather shocks should have no impact on
agricultural expansion if the expected marginal return to land in agriculture is sufficiently
below the return on investment for savings (or other liquid assets available to landowners)
- which corresponds to case 2 above. As for case 3 above, our model suggests that ∂h
∗
∂α0
= 0
if landowners are already choosing to both clear land and save, because the expected
marginal return to land clearing is already driven down to the rate of return on the liquid
asset and thus additional income in year 0 will be passed forward via the liquid asset.2
Our model suggests a positive relationship between weather shocks and land clearing is
possible only for cases 1 and 4 above. Case 4 is clear. The expected marginal returns
to clearing are above the rate of return on the liquid asset and additional production in
year 0 will lead to additional land clearing, with no liquid asset investment. In case 1, it
must be that the expected return to clearing land at H0 is greater than the returns to
saving and an increase in α0 pushes marginal utility of consumption at F (α0, H0) beyond
the expected discounted marginal utility of consumption at F (α1, H0), thus an increase
in α0 may move the landowner from case 1 to case 3 or 4. In either of these settings,
an increase in productivity from growing season weather would lead to an increase in
cleared land for agriculture. It is this finding which motivates the empirical work that
follows.
2We acknowledge that allowing landowner beliefs about α1 to be shaped by realizations of α0 could
change this relationship. If landowners believe weather to be serially-correlated, an increase in α0 will
increase the expected return to clearing land (which is a function of E[α1]) in addition to increasing
output in year 0. Unfortunately, without data on savings by landowners, we cannot empirically test this
mechanism.
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2.4 Empirical Analysis of Growing Season Weather,
Soy Yields and Deforestation in the Brazilian
Amazon
The model above predicts that weather could influence deforestation in the Brazil-
ian Amazon through its impacts on soy yields and planted area. Elevated yields from
beneficial growing season temperatures could lead landowners to increase the area ded-
icated to growing soy for the following season. This may increase deforestation either
directly by clearing land to plant soy or indirectly through moving into already cleared
forest. To investigate this hypothesis, we combine several datasets on weather, deforesta-
tion, and agriculture in Brazil. By leveraging plausibly exogenous within-municipality,
year-to-year variation in growing season temperatures we can estimate the impact of
temperature yields and how this might contribute to deforestation pressures.
2.4.1 Data
We combine three unique data sources to create a municipal-level panel of weather,
agriculture outcomes, and deforestation rates across the Brazilian Amazon from 2001
- 2012.3 First, we utilize a high-resolution gridded weather data published by the Cli-
matic Research Unit at the University of East Anglia (Harris et al., 2014) to generate
municipal-level weather observations. Second, we use data from yearly agricultural sur-
veys from the Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics (IBGE) for municipal-level
soy data. Finally, we use remotely sensed satellite data from Hansen et al. (2013) for our
deforestation observations.
3The municipalities of Brazil are the second level administrative subdivisions below states and are
analogous to the US county level.
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Weather Data
Obtaining high quality weather data across the Brazilian Amazon presents some
challenges due to the limited number of weather stations. Given the remote nature
of regions that are heavily forested, this requires high levels of interpolation to generate
a daily gridded panel of observations. Therefore, in lieu of processing our own data, we
utilize version 3.23 of the high-resolution global gridded data published by the Climatic
Research Unit (CRU) at the University of East Anglia (Harris et al., 2014). Although
this data set also relies on weather station data, results are published at the monthly
level, which alleviates much of the concern about data quality as monthly estimates are
easier to accurately measure than daily. However, using monthly data presents a tradeoff.
Even though this data provides consistency at a very high spatial resolution and quality,
the monthly resolution limits much of the daily variation in observations and do not
allow use of the common “bin” analysis in the climate-economy literature. We argue
that it is better to have higher quality data overall than a higher frequency of low quality
data since the types of errors often associated with interpolation from sparse stations can
systematically bias impact estimates (Auffhammer et al., 2013b).
The CRU weather data consists of monthly total precipitation and minimum, max-
imum, and mean temperature at a gridded 0.5◦ resolution (approximately 55.5 km).
Mapping this grid to the relevant administrative unit requires some form of overlapping
and municipal shapefiles were overlapped on the weather grid and the share of the rele-
vant municipal in each grid cell was then calculated. These area weights were then used
to match the gridded data to the municipal level by averaging the observations across
each municipal.
Merging monthly weather observations to yearly deforestation also presents different
specifications to consider. Given we are interested how weather affects deforestation
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through soy yields, we chose to focus our analysis on the primary soy growing months in
Brazil, which span approximately from planting in November to harvest in April. To do
so, we first calculate the average temperature and precipitation for every municipality by
month and year. Then to calculate the average growing season temperature we calculate
the mean temperature across months November through April for each municipality. For
precipitation, we take the total sum of precipitation across months for each municipality.
These two measures give us our primary units of analysis and we consider higher order
specifications to account for any non-linearities. Summary statistics are presented in
Table 2.1.
Agriculture Data
The Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics publishes estimates of municipal-
level agriculture activity through their annual Municipal Agricultural Production (MAP)
survey (IBGE, 2014). This high level of disaggregation is rare for a developing country
and we take full advantage of observations at the municipal level by matching agriculture
outcomes to relevant weather and deforestation data. The surveys provide annual esti-
mates of planted area, harvested area, total harvested quantity and total market value
for soy along with a wide variety of other crops.4 Although other crops are included in
our dataset, we choose to focus our analysis on soy, as it has shown to be the primary
crop responsible for deforestation in the Brazilian Amazon (Morton et al., 2006; Barona
et al., 2010; Arima et al., 2011; Macedo et al., 2012).
In addition to crops, IBGE also provides annual estimates on the number of cattle
in each municipal in each year. Along with soy, forest conversion to pasture is a leading
driver of deforestation. Unfortunately, heads of cattle are not sufficient to allow cattle
4These crops include: pineapple, cotton, garlic, peanuts, rice, sweet potato, english potato, sugar cane,
onion, rye barley, peas, fava beans, tobacco, sunflower, jute, flax, malva, castor, cassava, watermelon,
melon, corn, rami, sorghum. tomatoes, wheat, and triticale.
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to be considered in our analysis as we have no way to measure cattle/pasture density
without estimates of cleared land dedicated to pasture. Without being able to determine
how weather impacts cattle productivity and any subsequent changes in pasture area, we
cannot make use of the heads of cattle data.
The MAP data are estimated from surveys of farmers, exporters and input providers
and meant to provide annual estimates of the production from full-time, professional
farmers. For municipality-crop-years in which there is less than 1 hectare planted or
harvested or less than 1 ton produced, no data are recorded. While these estimates may
be more prone to measurement error than the agricultural census taken every ten years,
they offer the best annual production data at the municipality-level for Brazil, which
is necessary to study year-to-year variation in productivity driven by annual variation
in growing-season weather. As long as the potential measurement error in the MAP
is uncorrelated with the annual growing-season variation, this should increase the stan-
dard errors of our estimates, but not induce systematic bias that would undermine our
identification.5
Figure 2.1 displays the geographic distribution of forest, soy, and cattle in the Brazil-
ian Amazon. This figure reveals that cattle production is the much more dominant
agriculture activity in the Brazilian Amazon, with soy being more localized. Addition-
ally, we see how soy is concentrated in areas of lower forest density while cattle encroaches
on denser forest. This is consistent with the theory that soy expansion creates indirect
land use pressures on forest through displaced pasture.
5Classical measurement error using MAP estimates as explanatory variables would lead to attenu-
ation bias, but we strictly use these measures as dependent variables. We use predicted variation in
yields rather than yields themselves in our second-stage regressions. Under the assumption of classi-
cal measurement error, this should increase our standard errors undermining the consistency of our
estimates.
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Deforestation Data
The proliferation of remote-sensed satellite data in recent years has vastly improved
deforestation data availability and quality. This chapter utilizes a recent dataset from
researchers at the University of Maryland who use satellite images to create a measure
of global forest coverage, losses, and gains (Hansen et al., 2013).6 Specifically, forest
coverage estimates are derived from a 30-meter spatial resolution grid of Landsat images
from 2000, where forest cover is defined as an area covered by vegetation greater than 5
meters high. While Hansen et al. (2013) count any cell with forest cover to be classified
as forest, we restrict our measure of forest to only include cells with at least 30 percent
of forest coverage to reduce noise. In other words, our classification of baseline forest is
for any cell in 2000 with at least 30 percent of area covered by vegetation of 5 meters or
more.
In addition to baseline tree cover, Hansen et al. (2013) provide indicators for changes
in forest coverage from 2001 - 2012. These indicators serve as our primary measure of
deforestation, as we count any cell as deforested if it transitions from a baseline forested
cell in 2000 to zero forest coverage in any subsequent year and deforestation rates are
visually presented in Figure 2.2. For example, if a baseline forest cell in 2000 loses
forest coverage in subsequent years, it will only count as a deforested cell when the total
vegetation drops to zero coverage in a given year. Therefore, if a cell has 50 percent forest
coverage in 2000, and drops to 30 percent in 2004 and 0 percent in 2005, we count the
cell as deforested only in 2005 despite the fact there was forest loss in the previous year.
Once a cell is counted as deforested, it will never be counted again as the baseline forest
measure is never updated and thus reforestation is not observed in the data set. In total,
6At the time of this chapter, version 1.1 of this data is available, increasing the time covered to 2014.
This data is not used, however because deforestation estimates in years 2011 - 2014 are not comparable
to earlier years in the sample.
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our deforestation measure sums the number of baseline forest cells the reach zero forest
coverage across each municipality in any given year.7 This measure of deforestation is
not perfect, but it represents the highest quality data available. Accurate deforestation
data is notoriously difficult to obtain due to the often-illegal nature of removing forest
cover in remote areas. Although we would welcome further descriptive statistics on who
precisely is responsible for deforestation, there simply is not data available.
Other Data
Our analysis chooses not to include other variables that likely affect deforestation
due to data quality concerns and methodological constraints. For example, soy, cattle,
and timber prices undoubtedly affect deforestation rates yet we intentionally elect not
to include them in our analysis. District level prices are not available across our sample,
and the closes measurement in our dataset is soy value.8 Using both soy value and
quantity we could create a back of the envelope calculation or farm-gate prices at the
district level. However, including prices will not strengthen our analysis as the primary
intention of our work is to document the effect of temperature on deforestation. In the
best-case scenario, controlling for prices would create a more accurate measure of the size
of the effect, but will have no impact on the identification of an effect in the first place.
Moreover, including prices has the potential to introduce bias in the coefficients as prices
are endogenously determined and very likely affected by weather variation. This concern
is of particular note given that our identification strategy relies on the exogenous nature
7It should be noted that this definition of deforestation is not universally accepted. Tropek et al.
(2014) point out that classifying forest as vegetation taller than 5 meters can lead to classification of
different plantations as forest. Harvesting of these plantations may result in observed deforestation when,
in reality, the land had been cleared of native vegetation and planted prior to the beginning of the study
period.
8While global commodity prices for soy or beef also present an option, these would not reflect the
localized weather effects. Furthermore, year fixed effects do offer a control for global prices that vary
across years but are constant across municipalities.
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of weather outcomes. Given that weather can affect so many other variables typically
included as controls (prices, income, population via migration or mortality, etc.) we
restrict our analysis to the variables that are relevant to our analysis.
There are other variables that we would like to include that are likely not correlated
with weather, and impact deforestation, but once again data availability is an issue. For
example, institutional conditions that affect deforestation such as road access or land
tenure would strengthen our analysis, but data is not available. A high-quality panel
data set on roads would be a welcome addition, but given the informal nature of many
logging roads, no dataset was identified. In regard to land tenure, there is no dataset
that identifies if land is publicly or privately owned. However, this of limited concern
for our analysis as the tenure setting across the Amazon is the largely the same for all
agents. Given all agents face the same constraint to land conversion, there is no different
governance or enforcement structures to consider.
2.4.2 Empirical Methodology
Our central hypothesis is that elevated temperatures increase deforestation in the
Brazilian Amazon through the impact on soy productivity. Specifically, we propose that
if a weather shock increases yields in the current period, it can lead to an increase in
planted area in the following period. This increase in planted area can subsequently
increases deforestation contemporaneously (via direct conversion) or over a several year
period (via displaced pasture). Taken together, we predict that a favorable weather shock
in the current period would increase deforestation rates in the following period via direct
conversion or over the following several periods from indirect land use pressures.
This distinction across periods requires explicit consideration given that our data is
observed in yearly intervals. Suppose that a weather shock in period t increases soy
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yields. Our model suggests that soy planted area would increase in the following period,
t+1. This increase in planted area can then affect deforestation in one of two ways. First,
it can move directly into existing forest and this effect should occur contemporaneously.
This suggests that a weather shock in period t would increase deforestation in period t+1.
Second, increased planted area can move into existing pasture, which displaces cattle to
forest frontiers. Although cattle displacement might immediately increase deforestation,
we propose that additional periods might be necessary for cattle farmers to relocate
animals and begin the process of converting forest to pasture. Previous research suggests
that between 72%-86% of pasture clearings were identified in the year after deforestation
while the remaining pasture clearings needed 2 years or more to develop a grass phenology
(Morton et al., 2006). We therefore expect that a weather shock in period t might not
cause increases deforestation until period t + 2 or even t + 3. The timing of theses
mechanisms is presented visually in Figure 2.3. Based on these findings we propose that
any model considering the impact between weather and deforestation must account for
at least three years of lagged weather observations.
To empirically model this approach, we begin with the relationship between growing
season weather and soy yields. With this model in place, we then consider how yields
relate to planted area and how planted area affects deforestation. Finally, we consider
how weather directly impacts deforestation using the identical temperature specification
used in the yield model. We propose that elevated temperatures increase yields, in
turn increasing planted area, which increase land use pressures, ultimately increasing
deforestation. The methodology for each approach is listed below in detail.
Yield Model, Planted Area, and Deforestation
The first step in our empirical strategy is establishing a yield model that captures
the relationship between temperature and soy yields. Fortunately, there has been con-
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siderable work in this field, and we build on the seminal work of Schlenker and Roberts
(2009), who document the importance of nonlinear effects between weather and yields.
Rather than model a fully flexible weather-yield specification, we follow the findings
of Lobell et al. (2011), who discover that a quadratic maximum temperature specifica-
tion approximates the more flexible growing degree-day specification for maize yields in
Africa. This finding is important as we do not have daily temperature observations al-
lowing use of a growing degree-day measure. Furthermore, we are ultimately interested
in how weather impacts deforestation, and therefore argue a simpler model is adequate
to establish that weather impacts yields. Taking the previous literature into account, our
model reflects the non-linear relationship between maximum temperature and yields and
only considers maximum temperature over the primary soybean growing season (running
from November to April). We also consider how periods of relative dryness or wetness
impact yields.
We also consider the relationship between yields and planted area, and then planted
area and deforestation. Here we attempt to simply demonstrate that yields affect planted
area, and in turn planted area affects deforestation. Formally, our empirical strategy is
listed below:
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Y IELDit = β1TMAX GROWit + β2TMAX GROW
2
it
+ β3PREC GROWit {in lowest tercile i}
+ β4PREC GROWit {in highest tercile i}
+ αi + γt + λst+ εit (2.9)
PLANTit =
3∑
s=1
θsY IELDi,t−s + αi + γt + λst+ εit (2.10)
DEFORit =
2∑
u=0
ηuPLANTi,t−u + αi + γt + λst+ εit (2.11)
In equation (2.9), Y IELDit represents the natural logarithmic average soy yield in mu-
nicipality i in year t, TMAX GROWit represents average growing season maximum tem-
perature. We choose not to model precipitation in average terms as we do for temperature
given that rainfall is easier to store and extreme events such as droughts or floods are of
more interest than averages. Therefore, we place each administrative unit-year rainfall
observation into an upper, middle, or lower tercile that is determined from the municipal-
average across the entire sample. We omit the middle tercile in our specification and
therefore PREC GROWit {in lowest tercile i} and PREC GROWit {in highest tercile i}
represents the effect that rainfall in each tercile has on yields. This modeling approach
appears justified as responses to temperature appear to be the more significant driving
factor in determining yields (see results for further discussion).
We also include year and municipal fixed effects well as a state linear time trend
depending on the specification. The year fixed effects, γt, absorb any time-varying dif-
ferences in the dependent variable that are common across all municipalities (such as
improved agriculture technology over the entire sample period) while municipal fixed
effects, αi, control for unobserved municipal heterogeneity that is fixed over time. The
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state linear time trend, λst, controls for specific time trends that are linear across states
Finally, εit is the stochastic error term. We follow the climate-economy literature by
choosing to cluster standard errors at the municipal level. This is in response to the
assumption that the error terms are likely correlated across spatial areas over time. We
also weight our regressions by the amount of soy grown in each district.
For equation (2.10), PLANTit represents the observed natural logarithmic average
of soy planted area. Our model suggests that an exogenous shock to yields can affect
planted area decisions in the following year and to be consistent with the temperature-
deforestation analysis in the following section we include two additional lags. In equation
2.11, DEFORit represents the natural logarithmic of deforested cells in municipality i
in year t. Given that planted area could affect deforestation directly or through indirect
channels, we model both the contemporaneous and lagged relationship. Here we only
include two lags reflecting the fact that planted area decisions are based on the yields
from the previous year. This allows internal consistency across specifications.
Temperature and Deforestation
The final piece of our empirical methodology directly considers how weather relates
to deforestation. We hypothesize that elevated temperatures affect soy yields, which in
turn impact planted area, ultimately affecting deforestation rates through a combination
of direct and indirect land use pressures. As previous work in the region has demon-
strated, the expansion of soy can move directly into forest, but more commonly moves
into previously cleared pasture land, displacing pasture to the forest frontiers. In order
to test this hypothesis, we consider the relationship between weather and deforestation
using the identical weather variables that are used in the weather-yield model.
The primary empirical specification is listed below:
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DEFORit =
3∑
s=0
βsTMAX GROWi,t−s +
3∑
v=0
θvTMAX GROW
2
i,t−v
+
3∑
u=0
ηuPREC GROWi,t−u {in lowest tercile i}
+
3∑
z=0
φzPREC GROWi,t−z {in highest tercile i}+ αi + γt + λst+ εit
(2.12)
In equation (2.12), DEFORit represents the natural logarithmic of deforested cells in
municipality i in year t and TMAX GROWit represents average soy growing season max-
imum temperature as used in equation (2.9). We model precipitation in the identical way
as the weather-yield model in equation (2.9), and therefore PREC GROWit {in lowest tercile i}
and PREC GROWit {in highest tercile i} represents indicators for rainfall in a compar-
atively dry and wet year respectively. Once again, we include year and municipal fixed
effects, a linear state time trend, and cluster standard errors at the municipal level. We
also weight our regressions by the amount of soy grown in each district. In regard to
lagged weather variables, we present three years of lagged weather based on the timing
considerations discussed above. Given growing season weather will not impact land use
decisions until the following period we do not consider the contemporaneous relationship
between weather and deforestation.
2.5 Results
Our results support the hypothesis that weather shocks effect deforestation through
their impact on agriculture productivity. We find that elevated temperatures increase
yields in the Brazilian Amazon and that increases in yields are positively associated
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with increases in planted area in the following year. Furthermore, we find evidence that
increases in planted area are positively associated with deforestation in the following year.
Taken together these findings suggest that elevated temperatures increase yields, which
in turn increase planted area, ultimately increasing deforestation. When we directly
consider how temperature affects deforestation we find support of this hypothesis. Using
the same temperature specification for deforestation as our temperature-yield model we
find no effect in the following year but do find evidence of a positive effect with a two-year
lag, which is consistent with the previous findings. A detailed discussion of the results
follows.
2.5.1 Yields, Planted Area, and Deforestation
Starting first with the yield model, the results of equation (2.9) are listed in Table
2.2 below and column (2) presents our preferred specification. Our results suggest that
elevated maximum growing season temperatures largely increase soy yields in the Brazil-
ian Amazon. Specifically, we find that yields decrease with elevated temperatures until
a temperature threshold after which temperature becomes beneficial. However, for each
specification the temperature threshold falls on the lower end of our observed tempera-
ture distribution, and thus across the relevant range of temperatures we primarily find
increasing returns. This finding is in contrast to the well-known results of Schlenker and
Roberts (2009), who find that yields have decreasing returns to temperature before a
threshold in which temperature ultimately becomes damaging. We expect that temper-
atures would ultimately become damaging to yields, but do not see this effect across our
observed temperature distribution or even across a variety of more flexible temperature
specifications.9 It therefore appears likely that there is a unique relationship between
9Figure B.1 in the Annex presents the marginal effects of higher order specifications and we find a
persistent effect for increasing returns.
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temperature and soy yields in the Amazon that is distinct from the rest of the country.
This is further illustrated by the fact that when we consider soy grown outside of the
Amazon, we find a similar relationship as Schlenker and Roberts (2009).10
For precipitation, we find some support that dry years lead to a reduction in yields
and stronger evidence that wetter years increase yields. In order to better determine how
much of the explanatory power comes from precipitation versus temperature, we consider
a variety of different precipitation specifications to see if the underlying temperature re-
lationship changes. Additional specifications suggest that much of the explanatory power
of our yield model is driven by temperature rather than precipitation as the temperature
effect is persistent while precipitation results vary. For example, when we consider a
quadratic precipitation specification as done by Schlenker and Roberts (2009), we find a
similar temperature effect but no significance for precipitation.11
After establishing that elevated temperatures increase yields, we next consider how
yields affect planted area. Our model suggests that increases in yields from weather
shocks in the current period would increase planted area in the following period. We
find support of this theory in Table 2.3. Our results suggest that a one percent increase
in yields increase planted area in the following year by approximately 0.37 - 0.41%.
Although our model makes no claims about how additional lags should impact planted
area, we find support that elevated yields from two and three years before may also drive
increases in planted area. We are not the first to document this finding in the Brazilian
Amazon (see Garrett et al., 2013 for example), but our analysis supports the hypothesis
that a productivity shock can increase planted area.
10Results for the relationship between growing season temperature and soy outside of the Amazon are
listed in Table B.1 in the Annex. Here we find the similar relationship to Schlenker and Roberts (2009)
demonstrating decreasing returns.
11Table B.2 in the Annex presents results with a quadratic growing season precipitation measure.
Additionally, Figure B.1 in the Annex considers higher order precipitation specifications and we see that
the temperature effect remains persistent.
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Moving next to the relationship between deforestation and planted area, we find
that increases in planted area increase deforestation in the following year. Results for
equation (2.11) are listed in Table 2.4. Here we find that a one percent increase in
planted area increases deforestation the following year by approximately 0.1%. We find
no evidence that planted area affects deforestation contemporaneously or in the following
two years. These results are indicative of soy creating indirect land use pressures on forest
frontiers. The fact that planted area only increases deforestation in the following year
is suggestive of mechanism where soy moves into previously cleared forest for pasture,
displacing pasture to forest frontiers. Since we do not find a contemporaneous effect,
there is less evidence that soy production is moving directly into existing forest over our
sample. This finding is supported across the Brazilian deforestation literature, which
suggests the majority of deforestation was for cattle pasture, while soy typically moves
into existing pasture Morton et al. (2006); Macedo et al. (2012).
2.5.2 Temperature and Deforestation
In the previous section, we find that elevated temperatures increase yields and in-
creased yields are positively associated with planted area in the following year. We also
find that increased planted area is positively associated with deforestation in the fol-
lowing year. This suggests that a positive weather shock can increase yields, increasing
planted area, and ultimately act as a driver of deforestation. In this section, we ex-
plicitly consider if temperature is a direct driver of deforestation. We find support for
this hypothesis in Table 2.5, which presents results from equation (2.12). Given that
temperature drives much of the effect for yields, we only present temperature results
for brevity. What is immediately striking about these results is we find a persistent ef-
fect only for two-year lagged temperatures. Specifically, we find that elevated two-year
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lagged temperature increases deforestation until approximately 89◦ F, after which ele-
vated temperatures decrease deforestation. These decreasing returns to two-year lagged
temperature are persistent across different precipitation specifications as well as different
lag structures.
The evidence of a two-year lag for growing season temperature driving deforestation
has significant implications in regard to our proposed mechanism. Our model predicts
that a productivity shock from weather would increase deforestation through changes
in planted area. However, we hypothesize that any effect on deforestation would not be
immediate as a productivity shock from weather would not impact planted area decisions
until the following year after yields are realized. Although we might expect to find
some effect in the following year, the Brazilian deforestation literature suggests that
increased soy production is more likely to move into existing pasture, and displaced
pasture then acts as a direct driver of deforestation rather than soy (Barona et al.,
2010; Arima et al., 2011; Macedo et al., 2012). Indeed, our own analysis appears to
support the literature as the only effect we find is for a two-year lag. The previous
section supports this finding as well. We find that soy yields are positively associated
with planted area in the following year, and planted area is positively associated with
deforestation in the following year. Therefore, a favorable weather shock in the current
year would impact deforestation after two years, which is what this section supports.
Furthermore, given that the relationship between soy and deforestation is a complicated,
multifaceted process, this two-year timeline seems an appropriate amount of time for a
productivity shock from temperature to impact indirect land use decisions and ultimately
deforestation. Overall, these results offer new insight into the relationship between soy
productivity and deforestation and highlight how indirect land use pressures can drive
deforestation.
The fact that we find decreasing returns to temperature for deforestation while we
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find increasing returns to yields does present a bit of a paradox. In theory, we would
expect that these two effects should have the same relationship as we believe that changes
in yields are driving deforestation. That being said, we do not believe the increasing
returns to temperature relationship for yields is entirely accurate. Despite considering a
variety of different specifications, our results suggest that higher temperatures will always
increase yields. Clearly this cannot happen as there is some physiological threshold for
soy in which temperature becomes damaging, but we did not find it across our observed
temperature distribution. It is possible that this threshold falls outside of our distribution
or we need a larger sample to document this effect. Thus, it is encouraging that we find
the expected effect of decreasing returns to temperature for deforestation, as we believe
this more accurately reflects the fact that yields (and land use pressures) will decrease
after some temperature threshold.
2.6 Conclusion
Our chapter is the first to document that weather is a previously overlooked driver
of tropical deforestation. As satellite images have drastically improved data quality, a
growing body of work has identified key drivers, yet weather remains an undiscussed
factor. We believe this to be a major shortcoming, especially since land use conversion
to agriculture is often cited as one of the primary drivers of tropical deforestation. Given
that weather has been shown to be an important factor into agriculture yields, and
agriculture yields impact planted area and land use decisions, this lack of discussion of
the weather represents an important gap in the literature.
We find that elevated temperatures during the soy growing season increase yields, and
increased yields are positively associated with planted area in the following year. Fur-
thermore, we find that increased planted area is positively associated with deforestation
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in the following year. Taken together this would suggest that a positive weather shock
should increase deforestation after two years. To test this hypothesis, we consider how
weather during the soy growing season directly affects deforestation. Using the identical
weather specification as our temperature-yield model we find that elevated temperatures
increase deforestation with a two-year lag. The fact we only find an effect with a two-year
lag is consistent with our preceding results and is suggestive of a mechanism in which
temperature increases deforestation through indirect land use pressures. Although we
are unable to directly test this, the deforestation literature strongly supports this claim.
These indirect land use implications call into question the efficacy of the 2006 ‘Soy Mora-
torium,’ which excludes soy cultivated from deforested areas from the supply chains of the
leading exporters. This policy is believed to have an effect on limiting soy’s contribution
to deforestation, but it fails to address the more complicated land use linkages.
Although deforestation rates in Brazil have fallen dramatically in recent years, the
pressures surrounding land use decisions have not been eliminated. Policies and falling
soy prices have no doubt helped to reduce pressures, but as land that is suitable for
soy production becomes scarce, pressures will only increase. Worryingly, the significant
progress Brazil has made appears to have taken a major step back as deforestation rates
have once again started to increase. Recent data shows that deforestation has increased
29% this year, following a 24% increase the previous year and the current rate is the
highest since 2008 (NPR, 2016). As temperatures continue to climb, and land becomes
even more scarce, these issues will only intensify.
Our findings highlight the need for further research in this field. Specifically, a closer
look at the relationship between cattle physiology and pasture land would be welcome.
Temperature presumably impacts cattle physiology given the significant evidence linking
temperature and human health (Deschenes, 2014). Much as soy yields are related to
planted area, we assume cattle physiology is also related to pastureland, as cattle growth
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is plausibly linked to the amount of land needed. Thus, an extension of our analysis
would consider the relationship between temperature, cattle physiology, and pastureland.
We expect that elevated temperatures are harmful to cattle physiology, reducing the
amount of pastureland needed, decreasing deforestation pressures. Presumably there is
a temperature threshold that exists that is both damaging to cattle production and soy
yields, which would explain why deforestation rates fall at extreme temperatures.
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Table 2.1: Summary Statistics of Weather
Sample Mean Temp (F) Min Temp (F) Max Temp (F) Precip (mm)
Brazil (Total) 74.45 65.01 83.98 1429.84
(5.12) (5.29) (5.26) (525.88)
Brazilian Amazon 80.29 70.71 89.95 1950.97
(1.40) (2.37) (1.41) (507.11)
Amazon Growing Season 80.21 71.78 88.72 1476.52
(1.20) (1.72) (1.18) (330.42)
Note: Standard Deviations are in Parenthesis.
Figure 2.1: Brazil Area Maps
Figure 2.2: Average Conditions in Study Areas
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Figure 2.3: Timing of Mechanisms
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Table 2.2: Contemporaneous Effects of Growing Season (Nov - April) Temperature
on Soy Yields in Brazilian Amazon
(1) (2)
Log Yield Log Yield
Average Maximum Temperature -0.654 -0.932∗∗
(0.412) (0.370)
Average Max Temperature Squared 0.00387∗ 0.00542∗∗
(0.00233) (0.00209)
Indicator for Rainfall
Shock in Lowest Tercile -0.0178∗∗∗ -0.0127∗
(0.00672) (0.00646)
Indicator for Rainfall
Shock in Highest Tercile 0.00842 0.0115∗∗
(0.00563) (0.00528)
Fixed Effects Munic, Year Munic, Year
Trend No State Linear
Weight Soy-Area Soy-Area
No Obs 2791 2791
R2 0.525 0.559
Notes: Standard errors are in parenthesis and are clustered at the Municipal level.
∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01
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Table 2.3: Lagged Effect of Actual Soy Yields on Planted Area in the Brazilian Amazon
(1) (2)
Log Planted Area Log Planted Area
1 lag Log Yield 0.371∗∗∗ 0.411∗∗∗
(0.123) (0.125)
2 lag Log Yield 0.255∗∗ 0.300∗∗∗
(0.106) (0.111)
3 lag Log Yield 0.523∗∗∗ 0.507∗∗∗
(0.124) (0.132)
Fixed Effects Munic, Year Munic, Year
Trend No State Linear
Weight Soy-Area Soy-Area
No Obs 1810 1810
R2 0.963 0.964
Notes: Standard errors are in parenthesis and are clustered at the Municipal level.
∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01
Table 2.4: Lagged Effect of Actual Soy Yields on Planted Area in the Brazilian Amazon
(1) (2)
Log Deforestation Log Deforestation
Log Planted Area -0.0257 -0.0285
(0.0908) (0.0886)
1 lag Log Planted Area 0.122∗∗ 0.110∗∗
(0.0563) (0.0552)
2 lag Log Planted Area 0.0510 0.0160
(0.0617) (0.0611)
Fixed Effects Munic, Year Munic, Year
Trend No State Linear
Weight Soy-Area Soy-Area
No Obs 1875 1875
R2 0.872 0.882
Notes: Standard errors are in parenthesis and are clustered at the Municipal level.
∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01
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Table 2.5: Impact of Lagged Growing Season (Nov - April) Temperature on Deforestation
(1) (2)
Log Deforestation Log Deforestation
Average Max Temp Last Year 2.283 -0.0293
(4.318) (4.257)
Average Max Temp Squared Last Year -0.0116 0.00103
(0.0243) (0.0239)
Average Max Temp 2 Year Ago 16.88∗∗∗ 13.94∗∗∗
(3.958) (3.511)
Average Max Temp Squared 2 Year Ago -0.0934∗∗∗ -0.0781∗∗∗
(0.0223) (0.0198)
Average Max Temp 3 Year Ago 1.731 0.0674
(4.861) (5.116)
Average Max Temp Squared 3 Year Ago -0.00892 -0.00108
(0.0273) (0.0287)
Fixed Effects Munic, Year Munic, Year
Trend No State Linear
Weight Soy-Area Soy-Area
No Obs 3828 3828
R2 0.872 0.881
Notes: Standard errors are in parenthesis and are clustered at the Municipal level.
∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01
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Chapter 3
Temperature, Human Health, and
Adaptation in Thailand
Attributions
The content of chapter 3 is the result of a collaboration with Sam Heft-Neal. Sam
Heft-Neal is a Postdoctoral Fellow in the Department of Earth System Science at Stanford
University.
3.1 Introduction
Across studies the evidence that temperature extremes lead to significant reductions
in health is consistent (Descheˆnes, 2014). However, virtually all the previous research
has been discussed in the context of the United States. Therefore, a logical extension of
this body of work is to consider how temperature affects mortality rates in developing
countries. This is not simply an extension of an existing body of literature, but instead
the developing country context fundamentally changes the research question. First and
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foremost, developing country economies are more weather dependent in the sense they
are comprised of large, rural populations engaged in agriculture production. Whereas,
labor and livelihoods are protected from most weather shocks in a developed country, the
opposite is true in developing countries. A subsistence farmer must tend his or her fields
regardless of weather outcomes. Second, there are less adaptation options available in
developing countries. In the United States, both the ability to move within a country and
the widespread use of air conditioning (AC) appear to limit excess mortality from extreme
temperature events (Descheˆnes and Moretti, 2009; Descheˆnes and Greenstone, 2011).
Once again, in the developing country context these adaptation strategies are limited.
Although AC penetration rates are increasing throughout the developing world, they
remain well below those found in a developed country setting. Furthermore, migrants
face more constraints in a developing country setting as the ability to move is more likely
to be tied to employment outcomes (rather than quality of life factors).
This chapter attempts to fill this gap in the literature by considering the relationship
between temperature, mortality, and adaptation in Thailand. To do this, nearly 20 years
of annual observations of mortality and residential energy use are linked to daily district
level rainfall and temperature records. Our findings however are inconsistent with the
literature. We find that temperature extremes lead to decreased mortality, which is the
opposite effect that has been demonstrated in the literature. Furthermore, the effect is
persistent across a variety of specifications. Even more puzzling is the expected effect is
found when the mortality data is matched to following year’s weather data. This could
indicate there is a timing issue in the reporting of the mortality data. A lack of other
key data prevents us from exploring other possible factors. Regardless, our findings raise
serious concerns over the quality of the mortality data.
We also consider the impacts of weather on residential electricity use. Originally
the intent of this analysis was to determine if residential electricity use may serve as
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a potential adaptation strategy to extreme temperatures. However, the evidence for
electricity use as an adaptation strategy rests on the findings that extreme temperatures
lead to increased mortality rates, which we are unable to support. We do find that
extreme temperatures lead to increases in residential electricity use, but this finding on
its own offers little advancement in the literature. If anything, the expected results for
electricity add support to the data quality concerns for mortality. As both findings rely
on the same empirical methodology, the counterintuitive findings for mortality are likely
best explained by poor data quality. Given these major shortcomings, further analysis
has been suspended.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 provides an overview and
literature review that inspires the chapter. Section 3.3 provides information on the data
used in our empirical analysis. Section 3.4 presents our empirical strategy. Section 3.5
presents our findings. Section 3.6 concludes.
3.2 Literature Review
Human health is related to climate and weather through numerous pathways. Direct
effects from extreme weather events such as heat waves, droughts, or weather events such
as tropical cyclones are often the most visible and discussed, but climate affects health
through numerous indirect channels as well. First, climate alters natural systems that
impact human health, such as disease vectors, water-borne diseases, and air pollution.
Second, climate impacts other economic and social outcomes that provide direct inputs
to human health such as food systems, occupational income, and mental stress (Smith
et al., 2014)
Given the inexorable link between human health and climate, climate change presents
a significant risk to human health and has been recognized as a global research prior-
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ity. Much of the previous work has been focused in the fields of public health and
epidemiology, and typically considers how morbidity and mortality are affected by ex-
treme temperatures. Although these studies are useful in relating extreme temperature
events to human health, causal inference is typically beyond their scope. As a result,
economists have recently begun to use modern econometric techniques to consider the
causal relationship between weather and a variety of health outcomes. This growing
body of literature makes use of high frequency weather data and panel methodologies
to exploit the plausibly random nature of weather occurrences to identify the effect of
weather on health outcomes.
Typically, after an effect between weather and health outcomes is established, re-
searchers then consider how changes in the climate will affect future outcomes. However,
using a historical relationship to predict future outcomes is only part of the true affect,
as the total impact of climate change must also consider possible adaptation measures.
Adaptation in the context of climate change and human health is typically defined as the
set of actions taken to reduce health impacts from exposure to extreme weather events or
other changes in climate. Adaptation measures include both household-level, short-run
decisions such as self-protection from air-conditioning usage, as well as long-term deci-
sions like migration. Additionally, adaptation can refer to the community-level, long-term
decisions such as urban planning and infrastructure decisions (Descheˆnes, 2014)
The most comprehensive review of the empirical relationship between health out-
comes, weather, and adaptation comes from Descheˆnes (2014), who focuses on extreme
temperature. Although other weather events such as drought or tropical cyclones impact
human health, extreme temperature events have received the majority of research focus
due to the frequency of events and concerns of heat-related mortality spikes from such
events. Across a diverse range of studies, the author finds consistent evidence that tem-
perature extremes lead to reductions in health, typically measured by excess mortality.
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Regarding adaptation, the empirical evidence linking adaptation responses to weather is
much more limited due to the more difficult research design and lack of credible data.
Whereas measuring the response in health outcomes such as mortality and weather is
relatively straightforward, adaptation responses are difficult to measure and long-term re-
sponses are best related to changes in long-term climate rather than short-term weather.
Thus, many studies that consider adaptation typically do so where adaptation is used
as an additional dependent variable to supplement models with health outcomes. Self-
protection in the form of air-conditioning measured through residential energy consump-
tion is the most common adaptation measure across the existing literature. Descheˆnes
(2014) finds consistent evidence across studies that residential energy consumption in-
creases significantly at temperature extremes. Furthermore, the effect seen for energy
consumption is often larger than that seen for mortality, which is consistent with the hy-
pothesis that residential energy consumption acts a form of self-protection from extreme
weather events.
What is noticeably missing from the extensive Descheˆnes (2014) review article are
studies that consider the relationship between human health, weather, and adaptation in
a developing country context. This is not a criticism of the work, but rather a reflection
of an overall larger gap across the literature. For example, of the five articles reviewed
in economics journals, all are focused in the US. Of the fourteen articles from the public
health and epidemiology literature, only two include data from developing countries.
The lack of research in developing countries is not surprising given the extraordinary
data challenges that exist, both in collecting high quality weather data and accurate
mortality rates at a fine enough scale. Nonetheless, this gap presents an important
research opportunity as the human health response to weather is likely different in a
developing country context where individuals are often more reliant on the weather.
Furthermore, adaptation options are often limited in a developing country, where self-
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protection costs can be out of reach, and migration options are limited to employment
prospects.
There are some studies that use modern econometric techniques and consider the
relationship between human health and weather in a developing country context. Papers
by Compea´n (2013) and Cohen and Dechezlepretre (2017) focus on Mexico and offer
conflicting results. Compea´n (2013) considers the mortality-weather response at the
municipal level in Mexico and finds extreme heat increases the crude mortality rate while
extreme cold has a limited effect. Conversely, Cohen and Dechezlepretre (2017) find that
vulnerability to cold drives much of the effect, while heat has a more modest impact.
Although the papers use a similar methodology, Cohen and Dechezlepretre (2017) use a
higher quality dataset, which could explain these differences.
Despite these studies offering slightly conflicting findings, both show the mortality
response to temperature is higher in Mexico than the US, demonstrating the importance
of this question in a less developed country. A true comparison between the Compea´n
(2013) study and those in the US are difficult because of different reference categories,
but the results suggest the most extreme hot days have a larger effect on mortality rates
in Mexico than the US. Cohen and Dechezlepretre (2017) allow a direct comparison to
the US as they include an identical model of the US work of Descheˆnes and Moretti
(2009) and find a universally higher magnitude of effects in Mexico.
Both studies also consider how the response of mortality to temperature differs be-
tween urban and rural municipalities. This is of particular importance in developing
countries as rural economies are among the most reliant on weather inputs and self-
protection options are limited. Compea´n (2013) finds a large differential effect between
urban and rural areas, with temperature having virtually no effect on mortality in urban
areas, suggesting that rural communities drive much of the effect seen across the overall
mortality rate. However, Cohen and Dechezlepretre (2017) finds no noticeable difference
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between urban and rural areas. Cohen and Dechezlepretre (2017) also considers if in-
come contributes to a heterogeneous impact of temperature on mortality, and finds that
vulnerability to extreme weather is negatively correlated with income.
Turning to India, Burgess et al. (2017) considers the weather-mortality response and
supports the results found in Compea´n (2013). Much like Cohen and Dechezlepretre
(2017), the authors compare the effect in India to the US using an identical panel and
reference categories allowing a true comparison. Here they find that a single day above
95◦ F annually relative to a 70◦ - 74◦ F day increases the mortality rate in India by
0.74 percent, a factor that is nearly 25 times greater than the effect seen in the US.
The Burgess et al. (2017) study also explores results across urban and rural populations
and adds further support that rural populations drive much of the effect seen across
the general population in developing countries. Again, much like Compea´n (2013), the
authors find that the mortality response to temperature is driven almost entirely by the
rural population. In fact, urban India’s mortality response is more closely related to
that of the US, despite the prevalence of extreme poverty across urban India. Thus,
the authors find that even in a developing country setting, living in urban areas offers a
significant degree of protection against warm weather.
The key results of both the Compea´n (2013) and Burgess et al. (2017) studies are the
large divide between the mortality response in urban and rural locations in developing
countries. Both papers consider the mechanism by which the rural mortality responses
are more dependent on weather, but offer less of a discussion on the role of adaptation
in urban settings. Instead, the focus of these papers is to understand the channels
in which elevated temperatures increase the mortality rate in rural areas, as opposed
to understanding why urban areas are better protected. Burgess et al. (2017) make a
strong case that in rural areas weather shocks to agriculture drive the strong differential
impacts. They find that hot weather decreases both agriculture yields and wages, but
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has no effect on manufacturing wages and output. Furthermore, the authors find that
the rural mortality response to heat is entirely driven by temperature changes within
the agriculture growing season, even though the hottest days typically fall outside of the
growing season.
Thus, it appears that the rural mortality response to elevated temperatures in India
(and to a lesser degree Mexico) can be explained by the corresponding effect on agri-
cultural outcomes. However, it is unclear if the differential effect between urban and
rural populations is solely explained by this, or if populations in urban areas have more
adaptation options. This gap in the literature is not trivial, as understanding the role
of adaptation will be necessary to reduce the unequal burden of climate change between
urban and rural populations in developing countries. As previously discussed, most adap-
tation research has considered how temperature affects residential energy consumption as
a proxy for self-protection via air-conditioning. Much like mortality, a lot of this work has
been focused in developed countries, even though residential air conditioning adoption
is growing rapidly in less developed countries. Furthermore, given the warmer locations
of many developed countries, the scale of increased energy costs will dwarf effects seen
in developed countries where rising temperatures may have an ambiguous effect as less
heating is required in winter months.
Davis and Gertler (2015) is one of the few studies that considers the relationship
between temperature and residential air conditioning in a developing country setting.
Their paper focuses on Mexico, and along with income data, allow the authors to consider
both the intensive margin (i.e. how weather affects energy consumption given current
equipment stock) and extensive margin (i.e. how income and climate affect future energy
consumption decisions). This paper is unique in the sense it compares both margins (most
others do intensive or extensive only) and focuses in a country where air conditioning
growth will be the most robust.
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Starting first with the intensive margin, the authors find large increases in residential
energy consumption for hot days. For example, one additional day per year whose tem-
perature exceeds 90◦ F relative to a 65◦ - 70◦ F, increases residential energy consumption
by 3.2 percent. Although their empirical approach does not directly measure air condi-
tioning use, the authors also find that the energy response function is steeper in states
with higher air conditioning adoption rates. Regarding the extensive margin, the authors
find a strong relationship between the interaction of income and climate. In cool areas,
air conditioner adoption is virtually zero across all income groups and income plays no
role for ownership rates. However, in warm areas there is evidence of a strong relation-
ship between income and air conditioning adoption, with ownership rates increasing 2.7
percentage points per $1,000 of annual household income. Taken together, these findings
suggest air conditioning penetration rates will increase from 13 percent to more than 70
percent by the end of the century leading to an 83 percent increase in residential energy
consumption (Davis and Gertler, 2015).
The Davis and Gertler (2015) study highlights the enormous potential impacts of
air conditioning adoption in developing countries as the climate warms. However, the
expected increase in air conditioning also presents an opportunity for reductions in mor-
tality in the form of self-protection. A true comparison between Compea´n (2013), Cohen
and Dechezlepretre (2017), and Davis and Gertler (2015) is not possible due to the dif-
ferent reference categories, but it is reasonable to conclude that self-protection in Mexico
likely already plays a role. For example, Davis and Gertler (2015) finds a larger effect for
residential energy consumption than for mortality as seen in Compea´n (2013) and Co-
hen and Dechezlepretre (2017). Again, this claim is slightly misleading due to different
temperature comparisons, but would be consistent with findings from work in the US
(Descheˆnes and Greenstone, 2011).
Reviewing the existing literature to date it becomes clear that a new empirical study
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is needed that compares the effect of temperature on mortality and residential energy
rates in a developing country. Although some studies provide insight into both relation-
ships, there is currently no paper that considers both simultaneously. As Descheˆnes and
Greenstone (2011) demonstrate in the US, elevated temperatures increase residential en-
ergy consumption at a greater rate than mortality, suggesting a form of self-protection.
In Mexico, the mortality response to temperature appears to be smaller than seen in
other less developed countries such as India. Although Cohen and Dechezlepretre (2017)
argue that this could be a reflection of the fact Mexico is less reliant on subsistence
agriculture, it could also reflect higher self-protection. Our chapter intends to fill this
gap in the literature by considering the relationship between temperature, mortality, and
residential energy in Thailand.
3.3 Background and Data
This chapter presented considerable data challenges as there is no publicly available
data for mortality or residential electricity in Thailand. Instead, mortality and electricity
datasets were built from scratch utilizing yearly provincial statistics reports published
by the National Statistics Office (NSO) of Thailand. The provincial statistic reports are
comprised of tables of data for the previous year, often broken down to district or sub-
district level.1 The NSO maintains hard copies of every published provincial statistics
report in their Bangkok main office library. Additionally, some individual tables from
these reports have been digitally converted to excel spreadsheets and are kept in an online
database where individual tables can be downloaded.
The presence of district level observations for both mortality and residential energy
consumption is encouraging, yet creating a workable panel dataset was not without chal-
1That is the 2012 series of provincial statistic reports contains data for the 2011 year.
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lenges. First, many province/years are missing or tables are mislabeled and contain the
wrong data. This required checking every downloaded table by hand and supplementing
missing or mislabeled tables with scanned and digitally converted files from the NSO
Bangkok library. Second, each table’s format changed from year to year and contained a
large amount of Thai script. This prohibited automating the merging process and there-
fore the datasets were built by hand. This time-consuming process ultimately produced a
completely unique dataset that was previously unavailable to researchers. Unfortunately,
while we initially believed the dataset was of high quality, this no longer appears certain.
Regardless, this dataset represents the most detailed and comprehensive district-level
observations on mortality and electricity currently available in the region.
3.3.1 Data on Mortality and Population
To calculate the mortality rate both observations on total number of deaths and
population are required. In some tables this was straightforward as both the total number
of deaths and population are reported at the district level. In other tables, only the
number of deaths are reported and therefore must be matched to the corresponding
district level population. We followed the convention in the literature by calculating the
number of deaths per 1,000 population (this is commonly known as the crude death rate).
We hoped to account for different age distributions as infants and elderly are likely to
be the most at risk from extreme temperature events but unfortunately disaggregated
mortality data does not exist at the district level.
Observations are typically reported for the entire district level. However, for some
years of data, certain provinces report data at the sub-district level as well which allow
the construction of rural and urban mortality rates. Therefore, the urban/rural mortality
rate is a subset of the larger data set. For example, over the sample period there are
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approximately 14,000 observations for total mortality, but only 7,300 for urban and rural.
Over the 1991-2011 period the total mortality rate is approximately 5.9 deaths per 1,000
population, while the rural mortality rate is 6.4 and urban is 7.1. These rates compare
favorablely to the official rates from the decennial survey of population change, which
reports detailed population characteristics for the entire country. Across the relevant
sample period are two surveys in 1995 - 1996 and 2005 - 2006, which found total mortality
rates of 6 and 6.8 respectively (National Statistics Office of Thailand, 2006).
Although it is encouraging that the rates we calculate are in line with official statistics
our data still reflects the inherent problem of trying to record the number of deaths in
a developing country setting. For example, both the rural and urban mortality rate are
higher than the total mortality rate despite being a subset. This apparent contradiction
can likely be explained by the fact that data collection efforts were stronger in years for
which urban and rural rates are reported. Furthermore, the urban rate is the highest,
which is counterintuitive given the increased access to medical care and higher incomes.
Once again however, this is likely a reflection of the better data collection efforts in urban
areas since many rural deaths go unreported. While this certainly raises concerns over
the data quality, the under-reporting of deaths might not be an issue if it is exogenous
across all districts.
Most concerning of all is the fact we were unable to ascertain exactly how the NSO
records deaths at the district level. Our mortality data is taken from individual tables
listing the total number of deaths at the district level in each province. However, there
is no explanation as to how deaths are recorded. Therefore, we do not know if deaths
are reported from death certificates, taken from hospitals, or from informal discussions
with constituents in each district. All we have been able to determine through our
repeated discussions with the NSO is that each individual provincial branch of the NSO
is responsible for collecting the data published in the provincial statistic reports, but any
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detail beyond that is unknown.
3.3.2 Electricity Data
Electricity data includes a variety of sales information separated by category. Cat-
egories include total, residential, business and industry, government and public utility,
and others. The total number of users is also given, although this is not disaggregated
across categories.
Electricity data presented its own unique challenges. Another problem was that
measurement units typically varied across provinces between kWh, MWh, or GWh. This
means that units had to be hand checked and converted to ensure the entire national panel
was consistent. Another problem is that in some years certain districts are aggregated.
This commonly occurs between neighboring districts where one produces power and
supplies it to surrounding districts.
Despite these data difficulties we have created a panel spanning 1991-2011 of nearly
13,000 observations. Furthermore, we believe the data to be of extremely high quality
as most power in the country is supplied by the Electricity Generating Authority of
Thailand (EGAT), a state-owned power utility.
3.3.3 Weather Data
Weather data comes from the Global Surface Summary of the Day (GSOD) of the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). This data set provides daily
weather realizations from over 9000 weather stations across the world and includes daily
average temperature and total precipitation. For Thai weather stations, we included
those that had 80% or more of daily observations, resulting in 98 stations across the
country. The spatial distribution of stations can be seen in Figure 3.1. Since our primary
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analysis is focused on temperature this distribution of stations appears reasonable.
For stations with missing daily observations, two techniques were used to fill in missing
observations. If there were less than three consecutive days of missing observations, the
average was taken between days. However, if there were more than three consecutive
days of missing observations the daily average was taken from the two nearest stations.
In total, 13% of observations were missing and had to be interpolated. With a complete
panel of daily weather station observations, we then calculate district level observations
for the 928 districts of Thailand using inverse distance-weighted averages from the four
nearest stations.
As seen in Figure 3.2, the average temperature in Thailand is typically very hot and
densely distributed with the majority of days having an average temperature between
79-85 degrees Fahrenheit. Cold temperatures in Thailand are rare with only a handful
of days falling below 64 degrees Fahrenheit.
3.4 Empirical Methodology
The foundation of this chapter’s methodology comes from Descheˆnes and Greenstone
(2011), who consider the relationship between daily temperatures on annual mortality
rates and annual residential energy consumption in the United States. This framework
exploits the plausibly random year-to-year variation in temperature and precipitation to
determine what happens to a variable of interest in years that are warmer and/or wetter.
By conditioning on fixed effects, variations in weather from district averages control for
all shocks common to a district, and the causal effect can be determined.
Relating daily weather observations to yearly observations of mortality and residen-
tial energy consumption present several specifications to consider. The first option is
to simply relate average annual temperature to our variable of interest. Although this
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approach does not account for non-linearities in the relationship between extreme tem-
peratures and variables of interest, it can be useful as a first pass in determining if there
is an effect.
A second approach creates a single-index of degrees above and below a temperature
threshold. This “degree-days” measure collapses a years worth of temperature measures
into a single index, while preserving the non-linear effects of temperature. For our pur-
poses we consider the number of degrees above 88 and below 65 degrees Fahrenheit. For
example, a 90-degree day in district i would count as 2, while an 86-degree day would be 0.
The total number of “degree-days” is then summed over each district year combination.2
The final approach places each district’s daily observations into one of 11 equally
spaced temperature categories or “bins,” as seen in figure 2. These bins are defined as
less than 64 degrees F, greater than 91 and the nine 3-degree F wide bins in between.
This approach is a preferred method of estimating the non-linear relationship between
temperature and variables of interest, as the bins fully preserve the daily variation in
temperatures across a year.
The three primary empirical specifications can be seen in equations (3.1)-(3.3) below:
2Related to this is a measure of the number of days in a particular district where the temperature
is 10 degrees warmer than the yearly average for that district. Again, this collapses a full years’ worth
of weather realizations into one measure but is more sensitive to the effects of extreme-temperature
occurrences.
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Ydt = βTMEANdt +
2∑
k=1
δk1{PRECdtin tercile k}
αd + γt + λpt+ εdt (3.1)
Ydt = β1CDD88dt + β2HDD65dt +
2∑
k=1
δk1{PRECdtin tercile k}
αd + γt + λpt+ εdt (3.2)
Ydt =
8∑
j=1
θjTMEANdtj +
2∑
k=1
δk1{PRECdtin tercile k}
αd + γt + λpt+ εdt (3.3)
where Ydt is the log mortality rate in district d in year t (or log residential electricity use
in alternative specifications), αd are district fixed effects, γt are year fixed effects, tp is a
linear province time trend, and εdt is the error term.
The key variables of interest and the difference between each equation are the weather
variables that estimate the impact of weather on the dependent variable. In equation
(3.1), TMEANdt represents the average temperature in district d in year t. In equation
(3.2), CDD88dt sums the total number of degrees in district d in year t above 88
◦ F, while
HDD65dt sums the total number of degrees below 65
◦ F. In equation (3.3), TMEANdtj
represents the number of days the average temperature in district d in year t falls into
one of j equally spaced bins. In other words, for each district the 365 daily realizations
of mean temperature in a given year are placed into one of j equally spaced bins. We
considered a variety of different bin specifications in our analysis, but choose a specifica-
tion of 9 bins in 3 degree intervals. For example, intervals range from less than 67◦ F,
67◦-70◦ F, 70◦-73◦ F, ... , 88◦F and above. As the total sum of the bins will always equal
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365, one of the bins cannot be identified, and therefore must be dropped. This dropped
bin serves as the reference to which the separate coefficients of interest θj are related. In
our analysis, we select the temperature bin of 76◦-79◦ F, which is in the middle of the
distribution and represents a temperate day in Thailand.
Equations (3.2) and (3.3) capture the non-linearities associated with responses to
weather that have been documented extensively in the literature. By placing a full year’s
realization of temperature observations into a single index or equally spaced bins, we
capture the full distribution of annual fluctuations in weather, and their impact on the
dependent variable. That being said, there are some assumptions in this approach worth
noting. First, this approach assumes the impact is constant for temperatures above 88◦
F (or below 65◦ F) in equation (3.2) and constant within the 3◦ F intervals in equation
(3.3). Second, this approach does not consider the effect that a sequence of concurrent
hot days might have. Finally, this estimation only considers the effect of average mean
temperature, which masks some important variation between minimum and maximum
temperature.
The variable PRECdt captures the variation in rainfall in district d in year t. We
follow Burgess et al. (2017) and place each district-year rainfall observation in an upper,
middle, or lower tercile computed from the district average across the entire sample. The
logic behind this different modeling approach is that rainfall is much easier to store, and
therefore we consider the differential effects of the sums of daily accumulations, rather
than equally spaced precipitation bins.
Our empirical strategy relies on fixed effects for identification, and we considered a
variety of different options. We include district fixed effects, αd, which capture all unob-
served district-specific time invariant determinants of the different dependent variables.
In other words, district fixed effects absorb the differences in mortality rates that change
across districts but are constant over time (such as wealthier districts with better access
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to medical facilities). We also include year fixed effects, γt, that absorb any time-varying
differences in the dependent variable that are common across all districts (such as im-
proved medical technology over the entire sample period). Finally, we include a linear
province time-trend term, tp, that allows differential time effects across provinces, but
captures any linear trend within a specific province. The use of fixed effects, the lin-
ear province trend-term and the plausibly random year-to-year variation in temperature,
ensures that our empirical strategy produces unbiased estimates of the parameters of
interest, β, θj, and δk. These parameters are identified from district-specific deviations
from district averages, controlling for both unobserved time invariant trends that vary
across districts as well as individual province time trends.
Finally, we follow Burgess et al. (2017) by choosing to cluster standard errors at
the district level and weight our regressions by the number of population (or users of
electricity) by district. Regarding district clustering, this is in response to the assumption
that the error terms are likely correlated within districts over time. Weighting is used
to reflect both the fact that districts with larger populations likely have more accurate
data, and reflect the impact on the average individual instead of the average district.
3.5 Results
3.5.1 Mortality
Our initial results suggest that elevated temperatures lead to reductions in mortality,
which is in stark contrast to virtually every finding across the literature. This puzzling
effect led us to consider the possibility of a timing issue with our mortality data. To test
this, we regressed log mortality rates matched to the previous, current, and next year’s
weather outcomes. Table 3.1 presents these results for equation (3.1), and demonstrates
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our concerns with mortality data. In column 1, we find no relationship between mor-
tality and temperature when regressing mortality rates to the previous year’s weather
outcomes (e.g. 2011 mortality rates are regressed on 2010 weather data). Conversely,
in column 2 and 3, we find both a negative and positive relationship between mortality
and temperature when regressing mortality to the current year’s weather and next year’s
weather respectively.
This unexpected result holds across the different specifications as well. The results
from equation (3.2) and (3.3) are presented in Tables 3.2 and 3.3 respectively. We also
present our bin regression results in graphical form for easier interpretation in Figures
3.3 - 3.5. Regardless of what specification is chosen the results are clear. When matched
to the previous year’s weather realizations, no effect is found. However, when matched
to the current year’s weather, we find strong evidence of a negative relationship between
extreme temperature and mortality. Intuitively, this makes little sense as extreme heat
waves are routinely associated with excessive deaths. One possible explanation might
be related to disease vectors through insects, particularly mosquitoes. If mosquitoes are
less active during extreme temperature events, than the associated disease vectors they
represent would fall, potentially causing a decrease in mortality. However, malaria is not
a major source of death in Thailand with less than 1,000 deaths a year and therefore this
explanation seems unlikely (WHO, 2014).
We also find constant evidence of a positive relationship between high temperatures
and increased mortality when matched to the next year’s weather realization. This
result is consistent with the existing literature and led us to question if the timing of
our mortality data was incorrect. Recall that our data comes from a yearly provincial
statistics report that reports data from the previous year. In other words, the 2010
provincial statistics report will list data for the total number of deaths from 2009. We have
been working under the assumption that the year the report was published corresponds
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to the previous calendar year. However, given no direct timing information about when
the data is recorded we suggest it might be reasonable to presume that the timing of the
mortality and weather data might be off.
There are other possibilities for our seemingly non-sensible results as well. One lim-
itation of our data set is that we only obtain observations on the crude death rate. As
others have shown, other demographics (specifically young and elderly) are most at risk
to temperature induced increases to mortality (Descheˆnes, 2014). Therefore, it remains a
possibility that we would still find the intended effects if we focused on a more vulnerable
portion of the population. However, data separated by any type of demographic does
not exist in Thailand, and thus all we can study is the crude death rate.
Another limitation lies with our weather data as we only observe average tempera-
tures. Our results could be affected by mean temperatures obscuring much of the varia-
tion in temperature by not observing minimum and maximum temperatures. Specifically,
maximum daytime temperatures could be among the most damaging to vulnerable pop-
ulations. For example, if we had maximum temperature along with the elderly or infant
mortality rates, the expected effect of elevated temperatures increasing mortality might
be observed. Another missing weather observation is humidity, which has also been
shown to affect mortality rates (Barreca, 2012). Thailand has high levels of humidity
overall and failing to account for this may also impact our findings although fixed effects
would control for variations in humidity levels across districts.
Finally, our results here only consider the overall mortality rate across entire districts
which span both rural and urban populations. As seen in Compea´n (2013) and Burgess
et al. (2017), there are large differential effects for urban and rural mortality rates.
By failing to separate the mortality rate across populations we could potentially be
finding misleading results. For example, it is possible that elevated temperatures in urban
populations drive much of the negative effect while rural populations could demonstrate
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the expected positive mortality response. That being said, this explanation appears the
least plausible. First, the negative effect between populations would have to be so strong
that it would drive the overall effect seen in the preliminary results. Even if this effect was
restricted to one population, it would not explain the non-sensible result. Furthermore,
we have limited data on mortality rates in urban and rural areas and exploratory analysis
suggests these effects are consistent across both populations.
Given the counterintuitive finding for contemporaneous temperature and opposing
effects for temperature in the following period, it is clear there are serious concerns over
either the quality or timing of the mortality data. Unfortunately, with no direct com-
munication with the NSO we are unable to address these concerns further. Additionally,
given the data limitations of our dataset we are unable to explore other issues that may
be driving the non-sensible findings. Therefore, despite the lengthy data building ef-
forts it appears we cannot rely on the mortality data for our analysis and any results
should not be considered valid at this stage. Further analysis using this dataset has been
suspended.
3.5.2 Electricity
Despite our disappointing results for mortality, we find strong evidence that extreme
temperatures lead to significant increases in residential energy use. This finding is consis-
tent with the existing literature, demonstrating our empirical strategy is sound. Starting
first with the simple average temperature specification of equation (3.1), results are pre-
sented in Table 3.4, Column 1. Here we find that an increase in 1◦ F causes residential
electricity to increase by 7.7%. This finding provides a useful first pass to establish the
link between residential energy use and temperature, but masks any non-linearities in
the response. A better illustration of the energy response is instead seen in Table 3.4,
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column 2 where we present findings for the degree day specification of equation (3.2).
These findings demonstrate that the energy response is driven purely by warm days. We
find that each additional degree day above 88◦ F causes residential energy consumption
to increase by 0.094%, while degree days below 65◦ F are not found to have a meaningful
effect. For both specifications we find that precipitation has no effect.
Turning to the most flexible specification using the temperature bin specification in
equation (3.3), we find the energy response is entirely driven by days with an average
temperature greater than 91◦ F. This can be seen clearly in both Table 3.5 and Figure
3.6, where the only significant result corresponds to the warmest temperature bin. These
results indicate that one day with an average temperature of 91◦ F or greater relative to
a 76◦ − 79◦ F day, causes residential energy use to increase by 0.6%. This is a sizable
effect, as it indicates that just two additional hot days per year opposed to temperate
ones will cause residential energy use to increase by over 1%.
These results appear logical. Given that average temperatures in Thailand are warm
and residential heating systems are virtually unknown, we do not expect cold temper-
atures to be a large driver of residential energy use. Conversely however, residential
fan ownership is nearly universal and AC penetration rates are high for a developing
country and steadily increasing. Although this finding is encouraging that our empirical
strategy is sound, without mortality results to relate them to, it does not add much to
the literature. It corroborates findings from Davis and Gertler (2015) who also find that
warm temperatures drive much of the residential energy response in Mexico. However,
their paper has more detailed household-level microdata, which contains information on
energy use, air conditioning ownership, and income. This detailed household level data
enables Davis and Gertler (2015) to measure how air conditioning ownership rates vary
the residential energy response to temperature. Furthermore, detailed household level
income data allows them to consider extensive margin effects, which is something we are
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unable to do with our dataset. Therefore, at best our results support their findings, but
do not advance the literature on their own.
3.6 Conclusion
Despite the growing body of research that suggests temperature extremes lead to
significant reductions in health, very little empirical work has focused in developing
countries. This presents a significant gap in the literature. Developing country economies
are often characterized by economic activities that rely on their surrounding environment
and weather shocks can significantly reduce livelihoods. Furthermore, there are less
adaptation options available for individuals in developing countries. Taken together,
both suggest there would be a larger effect between extreme temperature and mortality
than has been demonstrated in developed countries. Indeed, the few existing studies that
consider the weather-mortality relationship in a developing country support this claim
(Compea´n, 2013; Cohen and Dechezlepretre, 2017; Burgess et al., 2017).
Furthermore, the existing studies to date focus their attention on explaining why the
mortality response to temperature is entirely driven by rural populations. Less consider-
ation is given to what role adaptation plays in urban areas. This is a subtle difference but
understanding the role of adaptation is important to understanding the highly unequal
impacts that climate change will have within developing countries. Much attention has
been given to the unequal impacts between developed and developing countries, but these
papers demonstrate even within countries the damages will likely disproportionately bur-
den the rural poor. Furthermore, adaptation options will be some of the most effective
climate change mitigation strategies in the immediate future, and as common forms of
self-protection such as air conditioning adoption and usage increase, understanding the
role of adaptation in a developing country setting is a new addition to the literature.
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Our chapter intends to overcome this gap in the literature by considering the role
of temperature, mortality, and adaptation in Thailand. Thailand was chosen as it is
the largest, and most economically diverse country in the rapidly industrializing Greater
Mekong Subregion. Furthermore, based on our prior experience working in the region,
we believed we could assemble a high-quality dataset that was previously unavailable to
researchers. This led to an extensive data collection effort, that unfortunately appears to
have been in vain. Our results for the relationship between temperature and mortality
are mostly non-sensible, and without access to additional mortality and weather data
we are unable to explore what drives these results further. We do find that extreme
temperatures lead to increased residential energy use, but without the related mortality
analysis we are unable to comment on the role of adaptation. Instead these results on
their own do not constitute an improvement in the existing literature.
Since the first draft of our chapter was written new studies focused on Mexico have
emerged that in retrospect provide a better strategy to conduct our analysis. Compea´n
(2013) and Cohen and Dechezlepretre (2017) consider the temperature-mortality rela-
tionship while Davis and Gertler (2015) consider the temperature-residential energy re-
lationship. With access to their data sources we could replicate the Descheˆnes and
Greenstone (2011) paper in a developing country setting. Much like Burgess et al. (2017)
we could then compare our results in Mexico to findings from the US by using consistent
reference categories across countries. This would allow a useful comparison between the
relationship between temperature, mortality, and adaptation between a developed and
developing country that is currently missing in the literature.
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Figure 3.1: Spatial Distribution of GSOD Stations
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Figure 3.2: Distribution of Annual Daily Mean Temperatures (F), 1991-2011
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Figure 3.3: The Effect of Daily Average Temperature on Log Mortality
Notes: The solid line is the graphical representation of the coefficient estimates in Table 3.3 , Column 1. The dashed line
is representative of the 95% confidence intervals for the coefficient estimates.
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Figure 3.4: The Effect of Daily Average Temperature on Log Mortality
Notes: The solid line is the graphical representation of the coefficient estimates in Table 3.3, Column 2. The dashed line
is representative of the 95% confidence intervals for the coefficient estimates.
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Figure 3.5: The Effect of Daily Average Temperature on Log Mortality
Notes: The solid line is the graphical representation of the coefficient estimates in Table 3.3, Column 3. The dashed line
is representative of the 95% confidence intervals for the coefficient estimates.
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Figure 3.6: The Effect of Daily Average Temperature on Log Residential Energy Use
Notes: The solid line is the graphical representation of the coefficient estimates in Table 3.5. The dashed line is
representative of the 95% confidence intervals for the coefficient estimates.
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Table 3.1: The Effect of Daily Average Temperature on Log Mortality
(1) (2) (3)
Previous Year Weather Current Year Weather Next Year Weather
Temperature (Average) 0.0226 -0.0378∗∗∗ 0.0358∗∗∗
(0.0159) (0.0144) (0.0122)
Indicator for Rainfall
Shock in Lowest Tercile 0.0268∗∗ -0.0130 0.00399
(0.0123) (0.00908) (0.0122)
Indicator for Rainfall
Shock in Highest Tercile -0.000993 -0.0266∗∗∗ -0.00334
(0.00859) (0.00756) (0.00803)
Fixed Effects Dist, Yr Dist, Yr Dist, Yr
Province Trend Prov Lin Prov Lin Prov Lin
No Obs 13911 13932 13932
R2 0.585 0.586 0.585
Notes: Regressions are weighted by district population.
Standard errors are in parenthesis and are clustered at the district level.
∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01
Table 3.2: The Effect of Daily Average Temperature on Log Mortality
(1) (2) (3)
Previous Year Weather Current Year Weather Next Year Weather
Temperature
(Degree Days Over 88F) 0.000483 -0.000936∗∗∗ 0.000594∗∗
(0.000391) (0.000274) (0.000231)
Temperature
(Degree Days Under 65F) -0.00108∗∗ 0.000451 -0.000519
(0.000472) (0.000872) (0.000546)
Indicator for Rainfall
Shock in Lowest Tercile 0.0274∗∗ -0.0136 0.00708
(0.0120) (0.00883) (0.0118)
Indicator for Rainfall
Shock in Highest Tercile -0.00234 -0.0250∗∗∗ -0.00655
(0.00836) (0.00758) (0.00814)
Fixed Effects Dist, Yr Dist, Yr Dist, Yr
Province Trend Prov Lin Prov Lin Prov Lin
No Obs 13911 13932 13932
R2 0.585 0.586 0.585
Notes: Regressions are weighted by district population.
Standard errors are in parenthesis and are clustered at the district level.
∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01
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Table 3.3: The Effect of Daily Average Temperature on Log Mortality
(1) (2) (3)
Previous Year Weather Current Year Weather Next Year Weather
< 67◦F -0.00728∗∗∗ -0.00214 -0.00202
(0.00198) (0.00149) (0.00137)
67◦ − 70◦F -0.00547∗∗∗ -0.000902 0.000911
(0.00107) (0.000986) (0.00111)
70◦ − 73◦F 0.00100 0.00133 -0.000235
(0.000826) (0.000854) (0.000784)
73◦ − 76◦F -0.00131 0.00171∗∗ 0.000522
(0.000826) (0.000865) (0.000809)
79◦ − 82◦F -0.000355 0.000832 0.00104∗∗
(0.000415) (0.000800) (0.000505)
82◦ − 85◦F 0.000165 -0.000148 0.00114∗∗
(0.000449) (0.000874) (0.000501)
85◦ − 88◦F -0.00136∗∗∗ 0.000217 0.00100∗
(0.000464) (0.000830) (0.000540)
88◦ − 91◦F 0.00141 -0.00198∗∗ 0.00130∗
(0.000949) (0.000909) (0.000762)
≥ 91◦F -0.000268 -0.00350∗∗ 0.00389∗∗∗
(0.00209) (0.00177) (0.00129)
Indicator for Rainfall
Shock in Lowest Tercile 0.0286∗∗ -0.0116 0.00398
(0.0122) (0.00894) (0.0124)
Indicator for Rainfall
Shock in Highest Tercile -0.00634 -0.0283∗∗∗ -0.00275
(0.00868) (0.00827) (0.00831)
Fixed Effects Dist, Yr Dist, Yr Dist, Yr
Province Trend Prov Lin Prov Lin Prov Lin
No Obs 13911 13932 13932
R2 0.590 0.588 0.585
Notes: Regressions are weighted by district population.
Standard errors are in parenthesis and are clustered at the district level.
∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01
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Table 3.4: The Effect of Daily Average Temperature on Log Residential Electricity Use
(1) (2) (3)
Electricity Electricity Electricity
Temperature (Average) 0.0772∗∗∗
(0.0215)
Temperature
(Degree Days Over 88F) 0.000941∗∗∗
(0.000315)
Temperature
(Degree Days Under 65F) 0.000400
(0.000793)
Indicator for Rainfall
Shock in Lowest Tercile 0.000511 0.00823 0.00398
(0.0199) (0.0202) (0.0124)
Indicator for Rainfall
Shock in Highest Tercile 0.0164 0.00748 -0.00275
(0.0137) (0.0133) (0.00831)
Fixed Effects Dist, Yr Dist, Yr Dist, Yr
Province Trend Prov Lin Prov Lin Prov Lin
No Obs 12661 12661 13932
R2 0.850 0.850 0.585
Notes: Regressions are weighted by number of electricty users per district.
Standard errors are in parenthesis and are clustered at the district level.
∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01
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Table 3.5: The Effect of Daily Average Temperature on Log Residential Electricity Use
(1)
Electricity
< 67◦F 0.00312
(0.00196)
67◦ − 70◦F 0.000760
(0.00207)
70◦ − 73◦F -0.00287∗
(0.00165)
73◦ − 76◦F -0.00302∗
(0.00160)
79◦ − 82◦F -0.000727
(0.000846)
82◦ − 85◦F -0.0000819
(0.000734)
85◦ − 88◦F 0.00226
(0.00139)
88◦ − 91◦F 0.00137
(0.00174)
≥ 91◦F 0.00600∗∗
(0.00264)
Indicator for Rainfall
Shock in Lowest Tercile 0.000455
(0.0201)
Indicator for Rainfall
Shock in Highest Tercile 0.0197
(0.0144)
Fixed Effects Dist, Yr
Province Trend Prov Lin
No Obs 12661
R2 0.851
Notes: Regressions are weighted by number of electricty users per district.
Standard errors are in parenthesis and are clustered at the district level.
∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01
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Appendix A
Appendix
A.1 Chapter 1 Sensitivity Analysis
To explore the robustness of the main results in Chapter 1, I present regression results
including a one-month lag for each specification discussed in Section 1.3. These results
are presented below. These results demonstrate that the inclusion of lags appears to have
no effect on the contemporaneous effect of weather, and the lagged variables are primarily
statistically insignificant. This implies that negative serial correlation is not a concern for
homicide, and therefore the primary specifications are an appropriate modeling approach.
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Table A.1: Log Homicide Rate by Race
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Homicide Rate:
All Victims
Homicide Rate:
White Victims
Homicide Rate:
Black Victims
Homicide Rate:
Other Race
Temp : < 10◦ F 0.0007 0.0002 0.0007 0.0029
(0.0012) (0.0011) (0.0023) (0.0027)
Temp: 10− < 20◦ F -0.0032 -0.0019 -0.0060∗ -0.0033∗
(0.0021) (0.0015) (0.0034) (0.0018)
Temp: 20− < 30◦ F -0.0015∗ -0.0006 -0.0037∗∗ 0.0021
(0.0008) (0.0008) (0.0016) (0.0021)
Temp: 30− < 40◦ F -0.0020∗ -0.0010 -0.0035∗ 0.0002
(0.0010) (0.0008) (0.0021) (0.0013)
Temp: 40− < 50◦ F -0.0008 -0.0004 -0.0013 -0.0001
(0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0011) (0.0008)
Temp: 50− < 60◦ F -0.0009∗∗ -0.0004 -0.0019∗∗ 0.0003
(0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0009) (0.0006)
Temp: 70− < 80◦ F 0.0009∗∗ 0.0012∗∗∗ 0.0003 -0.0004
(0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0007) (0.0004)
Temp: 80− < 90◦ F 0.0019∗∗∗ 0.0020∗∗∗ 0.0018∗ 0.0015∗
(0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0010) (0.0008)
Temp: ≥ 90◦ F 0.0011 0.0009 0.0034 0.0002
(0.0007) (0.0007) (0.0030) (0.0025)
Lag T : < 10◦ F 0.0071∗∗∗ 0.0025 0.0138∗∗∗ 0.0024
(0.0016) (0.0018) (0.0030) (0.0036)
Lag T: 10− < 20◦ F -0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0002 -0.0016
(0.0014) (0.0010) (0.0025) (0.0026)
Lag T: 20− < 30◦ F 0.0002 -0.0006 0.0018 -0.0000
(0.0008) (0.0010) (0.0014) (0.0012)
Lag T: 30− < 40◦ F 0.0008 0.0005 0.0014 -0.0005
(0.0008) (0.0007) (0.0015) (0.0013)
Lag T: 40− < 50◦ F 0.0008∗ 0.0004 0.0017 0.0006
(0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0011) (0.0009)
Lag T: 50− < 60◦ F 0.0006 0.0001 0.0015 0.0004
(0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0011) (0.0005)
Lag T: 70− < 80◦ F 0.0002 -0.0001 0.0009 0.0004
(0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0008) (0.0004)
Lag T: 80− < 90◦ F -0.0000 -0.0002 0.0004 -0.0004
(0.0005) (0.0006) (0.0010) (0.0010)
Lag T: ≥ 90◦ F 0.0005 0.0002 0.0009 -0.0020
(0.0011) (0.0011) (0.0034) (0.0022)
Precip: > 0− < 10 mm 0.0003 -0.0003 0.0016∗∗∗ 0.0005
(0.0003) (0.0004) (0.0006) (0.0008)
Precip: 10− < 20 mm 0.0002 0.0006 0.0009 0.0017
(0.0009) (0.0009) (0.0017) (0.0019)
Precip: 20− < 30 mm 0.0003 0.0016 -0.0004 -0.0020
(0.0014) (0.0015) (0.0027) (0.0027)
Precip: ≥ 30 mm -0.0012 -0.0020 -0.0008 0.0030
(0.0014) (0.0015) (0.0028) (0.0031)
Lag P: > 0− < 10 mm -0.0003 -0.0005 0.0000 0.0002
(0.0003) (0.0004) (0.0006) (0.0005)
Lag P: 10− < 20 mm 0.0006 0.0000 0.0021 -0.0015
(0.0009) (0.0010) (0.0019) (0.0019)
Lag P: 20− < 30 mm 0.0002 0.0002 0.0004 -0.0004
(0.0015) (0.0016) (0.0029) (0.0042)
Lag P: ≥ 30 mm 0.0003 -0.0001 0.0020 -0.0021
(0.0015) (0.0020) (0.0022) (0.0030)
No Obs 30356 30356 30356 30356
R2 0.796 0.612 0.610 0.253
Notes:
Regressions weighted by relevant populations.
Standard errors are in parenthesis and are clustered at the county level.
∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01
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Table A.2: Log Homicide Rate by Race
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Homicide Rate:
All Victims
Homicide Rate:
White Victims
Homicide Rate:
Black Victims
Homicide Rate:
Other Race
Temperature
(Degree Days Over 70F) 0.000110∗∗∗ 0.000106∗∗∗ 0.000144∗∗ 0.0000637
(0.0000308) (0.0000340) (0.0000566) (0.0000557)
Temperature
(Degree Days Under 50F) -0.0000353 -0.0000173 -0.0000894∗∗ 0.0000192
(0.0000223) (0.0000204) (0.0000368) (0.0000417)
Lag T
(Degree Days Over 70F) -0.00000589 -0.00000382 -0.0000194 -0.0000241
(0.0000311) (0.0000369) (0.0000626) (0.0000546)
Lag T
(Degree Days Under 50F) 0.0000290 0.000000305 0.0000663∗∗ -0.0000360
(0.0000186) (0.0000234) (0.0000313) (0.0000311)
Precip: > 0− < 10 mm 0.000166 -0.000360 0.00148∗∗ 0.000564
(0.000301) (0.000397) (0.000571) (0.000804)
Precip: 10− < 20 mm 0.0000521 0.000542 0.000582 0.00166
(0.000849) (0.000875) (0.00170) (0.00179)
Precip: 20− < 30 mm 0.000214 0.00155 -0.000492 -0.00194
(0.00140) (0.00149) (0.00269) (0.00273)
Precip: ≥ 30 mm -0.00136 -0.00213 -0.000884 0.00290
(0.00143) (0.00145) (0.00283) (0.00295)
Lag P: > 0− < 10 mm -0.000172 -0.000439 0.000210 0.000330
(0.000337) (0.000356) (0.000611) (0.000445)
Lag P: 10− < 20 mm 0.000737 0.000138 0.00218 -0.00137
(0.000833) (0.00104) (0.00179) (0.00181)
Lag P: 20− < 30 mm 0.000555 0.000429 0.000870 -0.0000912
(0.00149) (0.00161) (0.00289) (0.00424)
Lag P: ≥ 30 mm 0.000545 -0.0000421 0.00226 -0.00202
(0.00147) (0.00203) (0.00221) (0.00303)
No Obs 30356 30356 30356 30356
R2 0.796 0.612 0.609 0.253
Notes:
Regressions weighted by relevant populations.
Standard errors are in parenthesis and are clustered at the county level.
∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01
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Table A.3: Log Homicide Rate for Young Males (15-34) by Race
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Homicide Rate:
All Victims
Homicide Rate:
White Victims
Homicide Rate:
Black Victims
Homicide Rate:
Other Race
Temp : < 10◦ F -0.0017 -0.0016 -0.0039 0.0029
(0.0027) (0.0033) (0.0044) (0.0027)
Temp: 10− < 20◦ F -0.0064 -0.0030 -0.0127∗∗ -0.0033∗
(0.0040) (0.0031) (0.0055) (0.0018)
Temp: 20− < 30◦ F -0.0046∗∗∗ -0.0008 -0.0112∗∗∗ 0.0021
(0.0015) (0.0020) (0.0024) (0.0021)
Temp: 30− < 40◦ F -0.0036∗∗ -0.0020 -0.0069∗∗ 0.0002
(0.0018) (0.0019) (0.0028) (0.0013)
Temp: 40− < 50◦ F -0.0029∗∗∗ -0.0010 -0.0059∗∗∗ -0.0001
(0.0008) (0.0010) (0.0018) (0.0008)
Temp: 50− < 60◦ F -0.0024∗∗∗ -0.0010 -0.0058∗∗∗ 0.0003
(0.0007) (0.0008) (0.0014) (0.0006)
Temp: 70− < 80◦ F 0.0011∗ 0.0024∗∗∗ -0.0013 -0.0004
(0.0007) (0.0007) (0.0014) (0.0004)
Temp: 80− < 90◦ F 0.0026∗∗∗ 0.0040∗∗∗ 0.0004 0.0015∗
(0.0010) (0.0012) (0.0020) (0.0008)
Temp: ≥ 90◦ F 0.0063∗∗ 0.0095∗∗∗ 0.0010 0.0002
(0.0026) (0.0031) (0.0056) (0.0025)
Lag T : < 10◦ F 0.0150∗∗∗ 0.0055 0.0219∗∗∗ 0.0024
(0.0034) (0.0034) (0.0054) (0.0036)
Lag T: 10− < 20◦ F -0.0018 0.0003 -0.0019 -0.0016
(0.0034) (0.0030) (0.0049) (0.0026)
Lag T: 20− < 30◦ F -0.0004 -0.0016 0.0017 -0.0000
(0.0018) (0.0022) (0.0029) (0.0012)
Lag T: 30− < 40◦ F 0.0031∗ 0.0027 0.0025 -0.0005
(0.0018) (0.0017) (0.0031) (0.0013)
Lag T: 40− < 50◦ F 0.0016 0.0007 0.0023 0.0006
(0.0011) (0.0011) (0.0023) (0.0009)
Lag T: 50− < 60◦ F 0.0025∗∗∗ 0.0018∗∗ 0.0029 0.0004
(0.0008) (0.0009) (0.0019) (0.0005)
Lag T: 70− < 80◦ F 0.0004 -0.0007 0.0024∗ 0.0004
(0.0007) (0.0009) (0.0013) (0.0004)
Lag T: 80− < 90◦ F -0.0004 -0.0011 0.0025 -0.0004
(0.0011) (0.0013) (0.0021) (0.0010)
Lag T: ≥ 90◦ F 0.0009 -0.0018 0.0084 -0.0020
(0.0016) (0.0019) (0.0084) (0.0022)
Precip: > 0− < 10 mm 0.0002 -0.0011 0.0027∗∗ 0.0005
(0.0006) (0.0008) (0.0011) (0.0008)
Precip: 10− < 20 mm 0.0001 -0.0001 0.0040 0.0017
(0.0021) (0.0025) (0.0034) (0.0019)
Precip: 20− < 30 mm 0.0024 0.0000 0.0049 -0.0020
(0.0029) (0.0031) (0.0049) (0.0027)
Precip: ≥ 30 mm -0.0037 -0.0029 -0.0058 0.0030
(0.0031) (0.0038) (0.0050) (0.0031)
Lag P: > 0− < 10 mm 0.0003 0.0003 0.0005 0.0002
(0.0008) (0.0008) (0.0014) (0.0005)
Lag P: 10− < 20 mm -0.0011 -0.0009 -0.0007 -0.0015
(0.0020) (0.0022) (0.0038) (0.0019)
Lag P: 20− < 30 mm 0.0021 -0.0023 0.0087 -0.0004
(0.0033) (0.0038) (0.0063) (0.0042)
Lag P: ≥ 30 mm 0.0009 -0.0019 0.0019 -0.0021
(0.0039) (0.0046) (0.0069) (0.0030)
No Obs 30356 30356 30356 30356
R2 0.678 0.534 0.514 0.253
Notes:
Regressions weighted by relevant populations.
Standard errors are in parenthesis and are clustered at the county level.
∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01
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Table A.4: Log Homicide Rate for Young Males (15-34) by Race
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Homicide Rate:
All Victims
Homicide Rate:
White Victims
Homicide Rate:
Black Victims
Homicide Rate:
Other Race
Temperature
(Degree Days Over 70F) 0.000220∗∗∗ 0.000302∗∗∗ 0.000107 0.0000637
(0.0000573) (0.0000739) (0.000111) (0.0000557)
Temperature
(Degree Days Under 50F) -0.0000879∗ -0.0000263 -0.000199∗∗∗ 0.0000192
(0.0000488) (0.0000511) (0.0000697) (0.0000417)
Lag T
(Degree Days Over 70F) -0.0000497 -0.0000918 0.0000958 -0.0000241
(0.0000570) (0.0000694) (0.000125) (0.0000546)
Lag T
(Degree Days Under 50F) 0.00000612 -0.0000269 0.0000611 -0.0000360
(0.0000439) (0.0000471) (0.0000698) (0.0000311)
Precip: > 0− < 10 mm -0.000245 -0.00142∗ 0.00223∗ 0.000564
(0.000653) (0.000823) (0.00114) (0.000804)
Precip: 10− < 20 mm -0.000509 -0.000236 0.00310 0.00166
(0.00216) (0.00248) (0.00340) (0.00179)
Precip: 20− < 30 mm 0.00202 -0.0000375 0.00403 -0.00194
(0.00293) (0.00312) (0.00494) (0.00273)
Precip: ≥ 30 mm -0.00376 -0.00277 -0.00621 0.00290
(0.00312) (0.00376) (0.00496) (0.00295)
Lag P: > 0− < 10 mm 0.000524 0.000460 0.000783 0.000330
(0.000769) (0.000794) (0.00133) (0.000445)
Lag P: 10− < 20 mm -0.000865 -0.000661 -0.000808 -0.00137
(0.00189) (0.00218) (0.00354) (0.00181)
Lag P: 20− < 30 mm 0.00283 -0.00171 0.00932 -0.0000912
(0.00328) (0.00383) (0.00622) (0.00424)
Lag P: ≥ 30 mm 0.00168 -0.00147 0.00242 -0.00202
(0.00392) (0.00466) (0.00690) (0.00303)
No Obs 30356 30356 30356 30356
R2 0.678 0.534 0.513 0.253
Notes:
Regressions weighted by relevant populations.
Standard errors are in parenthesis and are clustered at the county level.
∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01
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Table A.5: Log Homicide Rate by Victim and Offender Race
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Homicide Rate:
White-White
Homicide Rate:
Black-Black
Homicide Rate:
White-Black
Homicide Rate:
Black-White
Temp : < 10◦ F -0.0003 -0.0040 -0.0003 0.0001
(0.0009) (0.0029) (0.0003) (0.0006)
Temp: 10− < 20◦ F -0.0012 -0.0059∗∗ -0.0002 -0.0005
(0.0011) (0.0030) (0.0003) (0.0004)
Temp: 20− < 30◦ F 0.0004 -0.0038∗∗ -0.0003 -0.0001
(0.0006) (0.0018) (0.0002) (0.0002)
Temp: 30− < 40◦ F -0.0001 -0.0040∗∗ -0.0001 -0.0001
(0.0005) (0.0018) (0.0001) (0.0002)
Temp: 40− < 50◦ F 0.0000 -0.0004 -0.0001 0.0000
(0.0003) (0.0009) (0.0001) (0.0001)
Temp: 50− < 60◦ F -0.0004 -0.0025∗∗∗ -0.0000 -0.0001
(0.0002) (0.0008) (0.0001) (0.0001)
Temp: 70− < 80◦ F 0.0004∗ 0.0004 0.0001 0.0001
(0.0002) (0.0006) (0.0001) (0.0001)
Temp: 80− < 90◦ F 0.0010∗∗∗ 0.0016∗ 0.0001 0.0001
(0.0003) (0.0010) (0.0001) (0.0001)
Temp: ≥ 90◦ F -0.0001 0.0008 0.0000 0.0003
(0.0005) (0.0021) (0.0002) (0.0002)
Lag T : < 10◦ F 0.0004 0.0055∗∗ 0.0003 0.0003
(0.0013) (0.0027) (0.0004) (0.0004)
Lag T: 10− < 20◦ F 0.0003 0.0010 -0.0001 0.0002
(0.0006) (0.0019) (0.0004) (0.0004)
Lag T: 20− < 30◦ F -0.0000 0.0006 0.0001 -0.0002
(0.0005) (0.0017) (0.0002) (0.0003)
Lag T: 30− < 40◦ F -0.0000 -0.0009 0.0002 0.0001
(0.0005) (0.0015) (0.0001) (0.0002)
Lag T: 40− < 50◦ F 0.0002 0.0008 0.0000 0.0000
(0.0002) (0.0010) (0.0001) (0.0001)
Lag T: 50− < 60◦ F 0.0003 -0.0001 0.0001∗ 0.0001
(0.0003) (0.0014) (0.0001) (0.0001)
Lag T: 70− < 80◦ F 0.0001 -0.0006 0.0001∗∗ 0.0001
(0.0002) (0.0009) (0.0001) (0.0001)
Lag T: 80− < 90◦ F 0.0002 -0.0013 0.0001 0.0001
(0.0003) (0.0009) (0.0001) (0.0001)
Lag T: ≥ 90◦ F -0.0002 -0.0011 0.0001 0.0001
(0.0009) (0.0016) (0.0002) (0.0003)
Precip: > 0− < 10 mm -0.0001 0.0011∗ -0.0000 -0.0000
(0.0003) (0.0007) (0.0001) (0.0001)
Precip: 10− < 20 mm 0.0003 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0003
(0.0007) (0.0016) (0.0002) (0.0003)
Precip: 20− < 30 mm 0.0005 -0.0014 -0.0002 -0.0003
(0.0012) (0.0031) (0.0005) (0.0005)
Precip: ≥ 30 mm -0.0008 0.0010 -0.0001 -0.0002
(0.0010) (0.0027) (0.0004) (0.0004)
Lag P: > 0− < 10 mm -0.0004 -0.0002 -0.0000 0.0002∗
(0.0003) (0.0006) (0.0001) (0.0001)
Lag P: 10− < 20 mm -0.0006 0.0018 0.0002 -0.0004
(0.0008) (0.0020) (0.0003) (0.0004)
Lag P: 20− < 30 mm 0.0002 -0.0031 0.0002 0.0000
(0.0015) (0.0030) (0.0005) (0.0005)
Lag P: ≥ 30 mm 0.0016 0.0035 0.0002 -0.0005
(0.0011) (0.0032) (0.0005) (0.0005)
No Obs 30356 30356 30356 30356
R2 0.445 0.519 0.166 0.183
Notes:
Regressions weighted by relevant populations.
Standard errors are in parenthesis and are clustered at the county level.
∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01
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Table A.6: Log Homicide Rate by Victim and Offender Race
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Homicide Rate:
White-White
Homicide Rate:
Black-Black
Homicide Rate:
White-Black
Homicide Rate:
Black-White
Temperature
(Degree Days Over 70F) 0.0000456∗ 0.0000836 0.00000191 0.00000213
(0.0000247) (0.0000564) (0.00000670) (0.00000684)
Temperature
(Degree Days Under 50F) 0.00000565 -0.000103∗∗ -0.00000627∗ -0.00000534
(0.0000147) (0.0000411) (0.00000372) (0.00000443)
Lag T
(Degree Days Over 70F) -0.00000186 -0.000103∗ 0.00000534 0.00000688
(0.0000204) (0.0000540) (0.00000546) (0.00000675)
Lag T
(Degree Days Under 50F) -0.00000359 0.0000256 0.00000131 0.000000282
(0.0000131) (0.0000358) (0.00000332) (0.00000452)
Precip: > 0− < 10 mm -0.000237 0.000913 -0.0000387 -0.0000260
(0.000275) (0.000690) (0.0000650) (0.0000786)
Precip: 10− < 20 mm 0.000519 -0.000269 0.0000418 -0.000256
(0.000638) (0.00159) (0.000223) (0.000302)
Precip: 20− < 30 mm 0.000605 -0.00151 -0.000138 -0.000301
(0.00121) (0.00308) (0.000463) (0.000485)
Precip: ≥ 30 mm -0.00101 0.00102 -0.0000986 -0.000209
(0.00105) (0.00268) (0.000406) (0.000442)
Lag P: > 0− < 10 mm -0.000271 -0.0000234 -0.0000220 0.000148∗∗
(0.000264) (0.000575) (0.0000756) (0.0000742)
Lag P: 10− < 20 mm -0.000270 0.00177 0.000198 -0.000325
(0.000778) (0.00201) (0.000264) (0.000395)
Lag P: 20− < 30 mm 0.000374 -0.00305 0.000215 0.0000716
(0.00148) (0.00299) (0.000457) (0.000528)
Lag P: ≥ 30 mm 0.00156 0.00341 0.000213 -0.000485
(0.00109) (0.00316) (0.000446) (0.000457)
No Obs 30356 30356 30356 30356
R2 0.445 0.518 0.166 0.183
Notes:
Regressions weighted by relevant populations.
Standard errors are in parenthesis and are clustered at the county level.
∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01
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Appendix B
Appendix
B.1 Chapter 2 Sensitivity Analysis
Here we present additional results to explore the robustness of our weather-yield
model. These tables reflect that temperature drives much of the effect seen on yields,
and across higher order specifications the returns to temperature are increasing. When
we consider soy grown outside the amazon we find decreasing returns, which is consistent
with the literature.
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Figure B.1: Temperature Yield Relationships in the Amazon
Varying Temperature Specification, 
 with Precipitation Quintiles
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Figure 4 shows the estimated temperature-yield relationships for different models. The left figure allows for higher order
temperature specification, keeping precipitation controls fixed. The right more flexible precipitation controls for a
quadratic temperature specification. The 95% confidence intervals shown correspond to our primary specification in
column (2) from Table 2.2 with quadratic temperature and precipitation quintiles. All regressions have municipal and
year fixed effects and a linear state time trend.
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Table B.1: Contemporaneous Effects of Growing Season (Nov - April) Weather on
Soy Yields in Brazil (Non-Amazon)
(1) (2)
Log Yield Log Yield
Average Maximum Temperature 0.529∗∗∗ 0.409∗∗
(0.173) (0.167)
Average Max Temperature Squared -0.00304∗∗∗ -0.00241∗∗
(0.00101) (0.000986)
Indicator for Rainfall
Shock in Lowest Tercile -0.0796∗∗∗ -0.0772∗∗∗
(0.0106) (0.0103)
Indicator for Rainfall
Shock in Highest Tercile 0.0508∗∗∗ 0.0609∗∗∗
(0.00916) (0.0105)
Fixed Effects Munic, Year Munic, Year
Trend No State Linear
Weight Soy-Area Soy-Area
No Obs 22130 22130
R2 0.544 0.551
Notes: Standard errors are in parenthesis and are clustered at the Municipal level.
∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01
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Table B.2: Contemporaneous Effects of Growing Season (Nov - April) Weather on
Soy Yields in Brazilian Amazon
(1) (2)
Log Yield Log Yield
Average Maximum Temperature -0.695∗ -0.963∗∗
(0.416) (0.376)
Average Max Temperature Squared 0.00411∗ 0.00559∗∗∗
(0.00235) (0.00213)
Total Precipitation 0.0000224 0.0000222
(0.000104) (0.000103)
Total Precipitation Squared 1.14e-08 1.04e-08
(3.68e-08) (3.73e-08)
Fixed Effects Munic, Year Munic, Year
Trend No State Linear
Weight Soy-Area Soy-Area
No Obs 2791 2791
R2 0.522 0.557
Notes: Standard errors are in parenthesis and are clustered at the Municipal level.
∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01
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